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STRUGGLE OF THE CPSU FOR THE SOLIDARITY
OF THE WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT

The. Decision of the CPSU Plenary Meeting
Adopted on February 15, 1964

Thtving heard 'and discussed the report of the Presidium Member,.
Secretary of the Central COmmittee of the CPSU Comrade
M. A. Suslov "On the Struggle of the CPSU for the Solidarity of the
World Communist. Movement", the Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU
expresses its profound concern over the splitting activities of the '. -.

leadership of the Communist Party of china which do great damage
to. the socialist community of nations, the wh'ole of the world Corn-

= munist and working-class movement.
Aware of the historical importance of the, unity and solidarity of

the Communist movement the Commwist Party of-the Soviet Union
.- has lately made new steps towards the overcoming or, at least in the

early stages, narrowing down the differences between the leadership.
of the GPC and the CPSU and other fraternal Parties, towards streng-
thening the economic and political co-operation between the USSR
'and the PRC. Attempts, to halt the process of aggravating the differ-
ences have also been made by other. Marxist-Leninist Parties.

The Plenary Meeting of, the CC CPSU notes with regret that: the'
leadership of the :CPC has neither responded to this initiative, nor.
provided an answer to the' letter of the CPSU, nor stopped the open
polemics; on the contrary: it has intensified the campaign against the
general line of the communist movement defined, by the Meetings
of 1957 and 1960.. . ..

TTnder the cover, of the verbal assurances of fidelity' to Marxism-
Leninism, wider the banner of struggle against the imaginary. revi-
sionism of the Marxist-Leninist Parties the leaders of the CPC have
launched an attack on the basic theoreticol and political principles
with which the Communist movement guides itself nt the present stage.

New appraisaln and conclusions worked out by the, collective effort
of the fraternal Parties on the basis of the creative application of the
Marxist-Leninist principles to 'the present day conditionson the
role of the world socialist system, on the ways of building socialism
and communism;on the possibility of averting a world war, on peace.
Lu! cO-existence of states with- different social systems, on the neces-'



sity o struggle against the ideology and practice 'of the personality
cult, on the forms of transition to socialism in the developed capitalist
states and in the countries which have liberated themselves from
colonialismall this is distorted by the Chinese leaders.

Having departed from all basic problems of the strategy and tactics:
of the Leninist line in the world Communist movement, the Chinese
leaders have proclaimed their course which is a mixture of petty-
bourgeois adventurism and great-power chauvinism. They actually
slide down on a number of problems to the Trotskyite positions, adopt
the Trotskyite methods ol struggle against the Marxist-Leninist
Parties, knock together factional groups of their supporters in various
countries. The leadership of the CPC tries to impose its specific
ideological platform upon the whole of the socialist camp and the
world Communist movement, the international democratic organiza-

tions. -

The Chinese leaders have taken the -course at worsening the Soviet-
Chinese inter-state relations,' undermining the friendship between the
Soviet and Chinese peoples, Having rejected all the proposals of the
CC CPSU on the normalisation of the Soviet-Chinese relations, they
have intensified anti-Soviet propaganda inside the PRC and are grossly
interfering into the internal affair of the Soviet Union.

The Plenary Meeting of he CC CPSU holds that the vital interests
of the world socialist system, of the Communist movement and the
defence of the pty,of Marxism-Leninism call for an ideological
exposure of the anti-Leninist position of the CPC leadership and for
a resolute rebuff to their 'splitting activities.

Fully and unanimously approving the political and practical activi-
ties of the Presidium of the CC CPSU and of Comrade N. S. Khru-
shchov, First Secretary of the CC CPSU, aimed at building Commu-
nist society in the USSR, ensuring the triumph of the cause of peace, -

democracy, national independence and socialism, strengthening the
solidarity of the Marxist-Leninist parties, the Plenary Meniing of the
CC CPSU instruct the CC Presidium to go on firmly upholding the
general line of the world communist movement, to work for a
stronger unity of all the revolutionary forces of today.

Our Party is following, and will continue to follow, the tested
Leninist road and nobody wifi ever succeed in diverting the CPSU
from this coursethe course of the XX and XXII Congresses.

In spite of the fact that the Chinese leaders have gone far in their
splitting activities, the Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU, guiding
itself, above all, by the interests of the unity of the world Communist
movement, expresses its readiness to exert further efforts toward the
nonnalisation of relations between the CPSU 'and the CPC. If the
CPC leaders have not completely lost the awareness of their' inter-
national responsibility, they must realise, at last, that by their splitting
activities they are diverting the forces and attention of the Commu-
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nist and Workers' Parties from the solution of the urgent tasks of

socialist constniCtion, impeding the- struggle 'against the imperialists,
doing harm to the whole of the antiimperialist front.

The Plenary Meeting of the CC CPSU expresses a firm confidence

that the world Communist movement will overcome the existing diffi-

cülties, rally still closer around the' bannet of MarxEngels-Lenia

and achieve new successes in the struggle for- the, great cause ,o the

working class, for the cause of peace and peoples' security, for the

victory of communism.
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STRUGGJ OF THE CPSU FOR THE SOL!DAJ?J1.yOF THE WORIJ) COMMUNIST MOVi
Speed1 by M. A; Suslov at the Plenary Meeting of he CPSIyCents-al Cofluflittee on February 14, 1964

Comrades, this Plenary Meeting of the Central Coin dttee of the
CPSU has examjn,J basic questions of agricwJ

developmen
questjos that are of the utmost

importance to our countiy, to the
Soviet people. This Plenary Meeting is Working in an atmosphere ofcomplete unaninjty

among the Central Committee the entire Party,
the whole Soviet people. Its decisions will Open up broad vistas forSoviet economy and vast oppornj for a steady rise of socialist
agricuJt for the- blooming of our country's produc0 forces, for the
creation of the material and teclmical

basis ofcommiinism and for
the fullest satisfaction of the material and SPiritual requireme of
Soviet people.

In showing constant concern for the develop
of the country

economy, our Party is fulfilling its internationalist
duty to the workjg

people of the whole world. The more considerable our economic
siiecesrns the better is the life of the Soviet people, the higher is
the prestige of the world's first socialist state and the greater is the
attractive force of the ideas of socialism and-commjsm By their
tireless labour the Soviet people are making their

contribution towar
strengthening the world socialist system and rendering increasing aid
and support to the struggle of the peoples of all countries for social
and national liberation against imperi

and colonjajismThe revolution,
process, which has embra,J all the continents

of the world, continues to develop in breadth and depth. New suC.
cesses have been scored in the developm

of the World Socialist
system. The worldnglass

movement in the capitalist counhies is
gaining strength The national hberatio struggle of the peoples of
Asia. Africa and Latin America is broadening out. The superiority
of the forces of socialism and peace over the forces of imperialism
and war is becoming

ever more clear cut Through the joint efforts
of the world socialist system and all other

Peace:loving forces it has
become possible to achieve a certain relaxation

of international ten.
sion and take further important steps towards consolidating peace
and disrupting the attempts of the most aggressi

imperialist circles

to start a thermonucj
war. The course of orld development fully

- bears out the correctuess of the general line worked out for the
international commut movement at 'the 1957 and 1961) meetings
of the haternal parties, and the vitality of the conclusions and propsitions of the 20th and 2d Congresses of our Party and of the Lenin.
1st Prograr of the CPS.

The achievements of the socialist
countries, of the entire worldcounjst movement are obvious But our successes could have been

- much moe far-reacg
had it not been for the srious diculties that

arose the soalist camp and the communist movement as a result
of the splitting activities of the leaders of the Comnnj Party of
China.

The Central Committee
members have been repeatedly infoimed of

the differences ,betwcen the CP.0 leadership and the CPSU andother MarxistLeninjst parties. However, the Presidium of the CCconsidejed it necessary to raise this question once again at this Plenaryieetmg because the Chinese leaders -have, gone even further in theirfactional activities and created a direct thjeat of a split in the worldcommuj5 movement
we analyse the evolution of the views and actions of the CPCleadership, beginning with the 1960 Moscow Meeting; we shall seethat during all these years instead of trying to eliminate the differencesthe Chinese leaders -have been mhlthg them more acute. Starring out -

with a revision of certain tactical
propositions of the world com-munist movement, they have, step by step, widened their rift withthe CPSU and other fraternal Parties on cardinal Problems of moderntimes and, in the end, have opposed - the general policy of the worldcdthmunist movement with their. own 'Special line, in which the fonda.mental theses of the Declaration and Statethent ae being revisedfrom the. standpoin of greatpower chauvinism and' pe'bourgeoisadventurism -

The new assessments and c*nclusions
made collectively by thefraternal parties on the basis of a creative application of the principlesof Marxism.Leninism to the conditions obtaining in our epoch_on therole of the world socialist system, on the ways of building socialism'and communism, on the possibility 'of averting a wOrld war, on thepeaceful co-existence of states with different social systems, on theneed for combating the Personality cult ideolo and pracUce, andon the forms of transition to socialism in the developed capitalistand in newlyfree

countries_are distorted and, to all intentsand purposes, thro overboard by the Chinese leadership.Having to all, intents and purposes rejeCted the Declaratien andStatement C011ectively drawn up by the Communist and 'Workess'Parties, the CPC leaders offer the fraternal nartjes their own floto.
rious 2point programme which, essentially boils down to therenunciation of the ever growing influence of-the socialist system on
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the course of world development, a disparaging attitude to the strug-
gle of the working class of the capitalist countries, the setting of the
national liberation movement off against the world system of social-
ism and the international working-class movement, adventuristh in
foreign policy and the preservation of the state of "cold war", secta-
rianism and putschism in questions of revolution, the defence and
preservation of the personality cult methods and practices, which have
been condemned by the communist movement, and justification of
the factional struggle in the communist movement.

The Chinese leaders have thus brought their disagreernenti with.
the communist movement to such a stage that they have virtually
developed into differences on all basic questions.

The participants in this Plenary Mceting know that the CC CPSU
has on many occasions shown initiative in an effort to create the con-
&tions for surmounting these differences, for normalising the rela-
tions of the CPC with the CPSU and other parties.

Like other Marxist-Leninist parties, we have repeatedly proposed to
the CPC leadership that the public polemics be stopped. Such a pro-
posal, in particular, was made in N. S. Khrushchov's speeches on
October 25 and November 7, 1963. At the clase of November 1983 the
Central Committee of the CPSU sent the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China a letter in which a number of concrete
proposals were made for eliminating differences and strengthenin
scientific, technical and cultural co-operation between the USSR an
the PRC. In that letter the CC CPSU one again proposed stopping
the open polemics. You know, comrades, that during the past few
months, acting in conformity with that- proposal, the Soviet press has
refrained from publishing any polemical material.

How did the Chinese leaders react to. these steps?. Blinded by
nationalist arrogance, they paid no heed to the opinion and appeal
of the fraternal parties. 'They rejected Our initiative and took the road
of open political struggle against the collectively worked. out line, of
the Marxist-.eninist parties.

The Chinese prçss continuously publishes material containing most
flagrant attacks against the CPSU and other Marxist-Leninist parties.
In the period after October. 25, 1983 alone, the Jenminjihpao,
organ of the CC .CPC, carried more than 200 articles of this nature.
Slanderous. articles are circulated throughout the world by Chinese
organisations and broadcast over the radio in foreign languages; more-
over, many anti-Soviet articles are broadcast several score times on
end. Strange as it may seem, but the indoctrination of the Chinese
people in a spirit of hostility towards the USSR and the CPSU has
now become almost the main aspect of the activity of the CC CPC.
A huge propaganda machine is now full)r in gear preparing material
slurring the CPSU and the Soviet Union.

--.- .

For its general line, for the brazenness orits artac
CPSU and other Marxist-Leninist parties, Chinese propaganda is
increasingly aligning itself with the anti-Soviet, anti-communist organs
of the reactionary imperialist circles.

As an example, let us take the article of a series of so-called
"answers" to the Open Letter of the CC CPSU of July 14, 1963 pub-
lished on February 4 in the newspaper Jenminjihpao and the maga-
zine Hungchi. From first to last, this article, beginning with its head-
ing, The CPSU Leaders Are the Greatest Splitters of Our Times,
consists of dirty anti-Soviet, thrusts and slander against the CC CPStJ
and its leadership. It has nothingin common yith the most elemen-
taiy nornis governing relations between Communists and is an insult
to our entire Party, the whole Soviet people. This article contains such
wild. allegations that our Party 'in collusion with US imperialism,
world reaction, the Tito clique of renegades and Right-wing Social.

Democrats is waging a struggle against fraternal socialist countries,
against fraternal parties, against all Marxists-Leninists and revolution-
ary peoples of the world." ..

Not very long ago Chinese propaganda aimed its attacks mainly
at the CPSU's foreign policy, but now it openly attacks our home
policy as well. The CPC leaders are doing their level best to discredit
the line adopted at the 20th Congress of the CPSU on all questions,
proclaim the struggle against the Stalin cult a mistake and cast asper-
sions on the Programme of the CPSU.

Reviving the practices and methods used. by Trotskyites, the Chi-
nese leaders are trying to drive a wedge between the Soviet people,
the- Soviet Communists, on the one hand, and the Party leaders, the
leadership of the country, on the other. Matters have reached a stage
where the, Chinese press andradio are calling upon Soyiet people
to oppose the CC CPSU -and the Soviet Government.

What is this? A struggle for the "purity" of Marxism-Leninism? No.
It signifies a complete renunciation of elementary norms of relations
between Communist Parties, a renunciation of Marxist-Leninist prin-
ciples of relations between socialist countries, a transition to positions
of undisguised anti-Sovietism. - -

The leaders of the CPC no longer limit themselves to action in the
sphere of ideology. They have transferred ideological differences to
inter-state relations, to the sphere of the practical political line of the
socialist countries and the Communist Parties. Seeking to weaken the
unity and solidarity of the socialist commonwealth, the CPC leaders
are resorting to all sorts of manoeuvres and dodges in order to under-
mine the economic and political relations between the socialist coun-
tries and disorganise their actions in the international arena. Recently
the Chinese leaders have sharply intensffied their splitting, under-
mining activities in the world communist movement There is now

I
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Is steering a course toward; a sphtamong the Communist

Parties, towards the setting up of factions andgroups hostile to MardsmLenjnjsm
Such, comrades is the actual situation that has taken shape inthe commupist movement as i result of the splitting activities of theCPC leadership.
In an effort to screen their departure from MarxismLenjnism theChinese leaders have recently become more active in their manoeuv.res, masking their objectives and designs and harpirg importunatelyon their "revojutjonism"

"courage" 'determination' and so ftrth,lut the farther events develop, 'the more hysterical is the tone ofChinese propaganda and the more evident it becomes that thereal plans of the Chinese leadership have nothing to do with Mars-ism-Leninism with the interests of world socialism It is becomingincreasingly clear that under the mask of ultrarevoJutiona
verbiageand slogans, the CPC leadership are now savagely attacking thegains of world socialism, concentrating their main fire not against thei1nperialj but primarily against the CPSU and other MarxistLepjparties.

True, the Chinese leaders continue to say a lot about their strivingfor unity and solidarity in the socialist commonwealth But their
deeds completely diverge from these words.They harp on unity, but all their actions have a different purposethat of disorganjsing and splitting the socialist camp, underminin,,the ideological foundations and organisao0J and political princinle

I

that rally and unite the peoples of the socialist
commonwealth Tieywant to impose upon the socialist countries a "Sinofied socialism" an

o Approaches to the Problem' of the Role of the World

advenbjst line in foreign and doxpesticpoiicy and the Personality

Socialist System

cult ideology and practices.

The radical change5 that took place in the world- after the Second

The Chinese leaders keep harping on their desire to strengthen"
World War are linked un chiefi with the rise and dev I

the International communut movement to Purge it of "modem

e opmen o

revisioaism" and uaite it on a "nw foundstion" But the real aim of a wor;u system of sormhsm, The counes of the soaht com0

the CPC leadership is to split the united communist front Oppose the ea1th are
main bulwark of all the revolon forces of modem

communist movement with a bloc of
proCh;nese factions 'and ro,in5' es, a reiiaule champion of world peace. The sggle between

and subordinate the Communist Parties to their influence usjri a- soriafl and world Imperialism is the Pflnpal
content of o

sorts of political apostates_renegades of communism 'anarchists epOj, the pivot of the class sggle on a world scale.

Trotsrites and so on.

There was a e. when the Chinese leaders bscribed to th

The Chinese leaders prattle about their boing the roost reliable major propoiHon of MarxismLaninism Lately, however the C

and tested friends of the national liberation movement But whoever i leadersiijp 'have been sewng the national liberation movement off

believes this will be sadly disillusioned
The taret of the CPC leader.

against the socialist stem and the Workingcla
movement in the

ship is to impose their adventurist concepts and methods Upon the capitalist counes Proclaiming it as the main force in the gg1e

peoples of Asia, Africa and Lan America to counterpose the pe
again5t imperiali and undermining the unity of the revoJuUona

I

pIes on racial grounds, and disrupt the alliance between the national forces of modem times. In its letter of June 14, 1963, the CC CPC

liberation and the working.class movement which can only dis.
makes the claim that the "vast regions of Asia, Africa and Latin

organise and weaken the national liberation movement

9

Lately the Chinese leaders have been claiming that they are thee champions of peace and consistent
advocates of peaceful c-existence between states with different social and ecOnOe systems,

But who will believe them? Their provocat0
stand during the Carib.

bean crisis, their refusal to sign the Moscow partial test ban treaty,
and their ceaseless efforts to slander the peacefuj foreign policy of
the Soviet -Union have sho the whole World their relUctance to
work for relaxation of world tension arid their desire to preserve the
"cold war" as a sWtable backgrnund

for an adven
poliey.All the argumen that the leaders of: the CC CPC-50 eagerly put

forward about the interests of the world revolution and about the
liberation struggle of. the peoples -are, in effect, designed to screen
from world public opinion, from Comiñunjsts the principal- strategie
line of subordinating

at all costs the-
communist and national liberationmovements to their greatpowe egoistical interests, For the sake of

this the. Principles of proletarja0 irternat-ionalirm are being flagrantlytrampled. To This end MarxistLeninist
teaching is reshaped and dts.torted and use is made of the worst traditions of Pebourgeonationalirm and the most unscrupulous demagogy and slander.In view of the splitrg stand -taken by the C leadership and4 their increasing attempts to disorganis the international communistand workingclass

rpovement there is a Pressing need for a deeperanalysis of what led the 'Chinese theoreticj astray and what thesplitting activity of the CPC leadership may result . -
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America" are the ceatre of the contradictions of the modern world,

the "chief zone of the storms of the world revolution".

An editorial' carried by Jenminiihpao and Hun gchs on October 22,

1963, states: "The national liberation revolution in Asia, Africa, and

Latin America is now becoming tie most important force that is

dealing a direct blow at imperialism".
This clearly revises the Marxist teaching on the histoncal role of

the working class and belittles the working-Class movement in the

developed capitalist countries. As regards the world 'socialist system,

tue Chinese theoreticians apportion to it only the role of a strong

point" to 'support and develop the revolution of the o1ipressed nations

and peoples of the whole world. It goes without saying that this stand

can only har'm both the socialist system and the national liberation

movement, the great cause of the struggle of the international pro-

letariat.
According to the views of the Chinese theoreticians, the world

socialist system not only fails to exert an increasingly decisive influ-

ence on the entire course of world development but does not even

play an independent role in the revolutionary struggle of the massçs

against imperialism ,

This interpretation of the role and significance of the world socialist

system does not conform with the actual balance of forces in the

world and runs oiter'to the conclusions drawn by the fraternal
parties in-their Stirement of 1960.'

The idea that 'modern 'world development is based on the contra-

diction between socialism and capitalism belongs to Lenin. He wrote:

,"...the relations between peoples, the entire world system of states

are determined bythe struggle of a small group of imperialist ngtions

against the Soviet movement and, the Soviet 'states headed by Soviet

Russia. If we lose sight of that we' shall be unable correctly to

formulate a single. national or colonial question, even if it concerned

the most remote' corner of 'the world. Only by proceeding from this

tandpoint can the Communist Parties correctly formulate and resolve

political problems both in the' civilised and' in the backward coun-
tries". (Collected' Works, Vol. 31, p. 216, Russ. ed.)

This was written during the early years of Soviet power. In our

day, whesi instead of only one socialist country there is a mighty
socialist camp, its influence on "the relations between peoples," on

the entire world system of states" and, in the final analysis, on the

world revolutionary process has grown tremendously.
Attaching the utmost significance to the national liberation move

ment, MarxiSts.Lenit5 at the same' time hold that the main con-

tent, the main trend and the main features of the historical develop-

ment of human society in the -modern epoch' are determined by ,the

world, socialist system, by the forces struggling against imperialism,

for the socialist 'reorganisatiOn of society. The most organised class
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forces, primarily the bulk of the working class,' the most advanced
class of modern society which, as our teachersMarx, Engels and
Leninpointed out, is the grave-digger of capitalism, are concentrated
namely in this bridgehead.

The prime role in the world revolutionary process is played by
the socialist countries. This is seen firstly in the fact that the working
class, the orhing people of' these countries are sucdessfully resolving
social problems and building a new society where oppression and ex-
ploitation are unknown and'for which the peoples'are taking the road
of revolution. By creating the material and technical basis of social-
ism and communism, the socialist countries are inflicting one blow
after another on imperialism in the decisive sphere of human activity,
in the sphere of material production. When the workers and peasants
in the capitalist countries see the achievements of the socialist states
in economic development, in raising the standard of. living, in promot-
ing democracy and in drawing the masses into state administration
they. become convinced in practice that the basic requirements of
working peOple can be satisfied only On the road of socialism. All
this infuses the masses with a revolutionary spirit and helps to draw
them into an active struggle against the capitalist system, for social
and national liberation.

Secondly, the farther we progress the greater becomes the role of
the socialist states as a force directly opposing the aggressive counter-
revolutionary designs of imperialism. Under conditions where the
thight of the Soviet Union' and the entire socialist commonwealth
holds the main 'forces of international reaction and aggression in
check the working masses and peoples of the colonial countries have
the most favourable' opportunity for waging a struggle against impe- -

rialism and internal reaction People who followed the development'
of international-events in the post-war years could not fail to see that
there is an extremely close link between the successes 'of the revolu-
tionary struggle in the capitalist countries, the yictoriès of the national
liberation movement and the growth of the might of the world social-
ist system. . '

Victory over capitalism on a world scale can be achieved solely .

through the joint efforts of' the world socialist system, the working
class movement and the national liberation struggle of the peoples.
Each of these forces makes its own contribution to the anti-imperialist
struggle. However, one cannot fail to see that the struggle of' the
world soèialist system against imperialism is the focal point of world
policy, 'of the whole social development -

The Marxists-Leninists can have no doubt as to the. primary; in-
creasingly decisive role which the world socialist system plays, and
has to play, in bringing about the' triumph of the new social system
all over the globe. The historical mission of the socialist countries
is determined by the objective laws of social development, by 'the

it
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irrefutable fact that the countries in which socfaljsn
has triumphedare today in the van not only of the socialist forces, but of the pr

gressive forces of the world. They are not only a beacon lighung up
nianJc' road to social- progress but a powerful material force
embody Mat&nt ideas a force.whith is flghtig capitalism
and is bound to defeat it in the decisive sphere of 'human activity,
the sphere of material productjo

All the facts indicate that the socialist coU
can, withan a histo.

rically short time, Surpass the capitalist "éounti-ies economically as
well. Let uI recall that total industi'ial output in the socialist coun-
ties in 1962 was roughly eight times as great as it 'had been on theirterritozy in 1937, whereas the capitalist countries registered only a
2.6-fold increase. The world socia&t system has now attained a new
stage in the economic compejo with capitaJjg In lOSt) the social-
ist counUjes' share in world

industrial production was about one-
fifth; today it exceeds one-third'It is the inteinaflonalist duty of the Communj of the sociali.st
countries to continue, effectively

building the new society, Promoting
their economy and strengtheg

their defences;
consolidating the

socialist communj,, and to strive to ensure that socialist ideas -exer.
else an increasing

appeal to the working people as they are translated
into reality. Nowadays the merits of socialism

are judged not only by
theoreti writings. but, above all, by what is done in practice by
the way in which Communj

actually solv the proble5 of bufld
log the new society. If we accomplish this task Properly, we shall
greatly promote the struggle for socjm in other countries and if
we don't, it will be a blow to that struggleWhat is the attitude of the CPC leadership

towards Lenin's con-
clusion that socialist countries influence the development of the
World revolurio

mainly 'by their 'econoj0 achievements? Do the
CPC leaders stand fo'r peacef,jl economic competition?The CPC leadership,

misrepresenting the issue, argues that econo.
flue competition

means that "the
°ppresserj peoples and nations have

no need at all to fight and to rise in revolt" and .that "they have
- merely 'to wait quietly

until the Soviet Union outstrips the most deve-
loped capitalist

countsy in level of production and standard of,
living.. ".

It would 'never Occur to a MarristLeninjst however to am. that
peaceful economic

competition "can take the place of the struggle
of the peoples of different

countries for their emancipation or that
the, achievements of socialism in economic

competition will lead to
the "automatic" 'collapse of capitalism and release the peoples from
the necessity of waging class and national liberation struggles Peking
is putting about these false ideas with the express aim of discrediting
the idea of economic competition

between the two systems The fact
is thai the Marxistsjj.,

see the revolufionising
effect of the

-

victories 'of sociajsm in economic 'competition precisely in .the factthat these victories stimulate the class struggle of the working peopleand make them politically conscious fighters for socialism. Peacefuleconomic competition, far from dooming the people to 'waiting passi.'vely, arouses their revolution 'activity. This is fully realised bythe imperialists, who dread progress in the socialist countries and tryto hold up that progress.
You will observe, comrades, that the issue of 'peaceful economiccompetition is far from being merely. an economic issue. It also hasprofound political significance, .for to defeat capitalism economicallymeans making it much easier for all revolutionary forces to, fightagainst imperialism. And this is a political issue.Our Party regards it as its chief task to build up the economic anddefence potential of the Soviet Union an'd the world socialist COmnon.wealth as a whole, and to increase its influence on the entire revo-Jutipnary process. We shall continue steadily and consistently to pressLorward our policy of canying oUt the Programme of the CPSu forthe construction of communism, the most just of social system,, inur countiy Communist

construction is a tremendous contributionto the fulfilnuent of the Soviet people's internationalist duty. Thisroad was charted by the great Lenin. Nothing and no one can ver'divert us from this Leninist road.
''To win the economic competitionS with capitalism, the socialist.countrjes must.make proper use of the advantages of socialism, bothin each courtiy and throughout the world socialist system. In prac-tice, this implies a considerable expansion of political as well asmutually beneficial economic relations between socialist countriesand the promotion of cultural, 'scientific and technical co-operationamong them. It is in ,this direction that the activities of the CPSu.and other 'fraternal parties have been developing.

By contrast, the Chinese leaders have in recent years shown 'thatthey have no interest in strengthening the unity of'the world socj,.system. The PRC has not only stopped co-ordthag its actions withother sociàli5t countries, but i openly combating the agreed line ofthe socialist countries in the world arena. The Chinese leadershiphas ol'enly set out to shake' the foundations of the socialist community.and to abolish economic relations with socialist countries, Particularlywith the COMECON countries and above all the Soviet Union. In196 the PRC's trade with the tOMECON countries decreased by'65 per cent compared with 1959, and in ,1963 it dropped by almostanother 20 per cent.
The Chinese leaders' propaganda shows 'that, they are frankly

/ I
'bent on discrediting economic relations between the socialist coun-

fi
fries belonging to COMECON, which evidently meets their disruptive

I fl
.ams. Trying to sow discord among the socialist countries, the
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Chinese leaders do not stip at using lies and slander dished up by-imperialist propaganda. No sooner does the bourgeois press cany afalsehood about the Soviet Union or some other socialist countrythan Chinese propaganda seizes on the calumny.

The Communist, parties of the socialist countries, in doing away withthe effects of the personality cult, have cleared the ground for closerrelations between fraternal countries on the basis of the Leninistprinciples of proletarian internationalism It is well known that anecessary condition for the development of the socialist system asa whole is to promote the independence and sovereignty of each social-ist country. Failing this there can be no truly voluntary and solidUnion of nations. Fraternal parties reacted to the line adopted by-the Twentieth Congress of the CPS[J as the only correct, Leninistdirection in which to develop relations between the socialist coux-itries.
The Chinese leaders do not like that 'line, however. All indica-tions are that they would like to be able to give orders in the social-ist connnon\vealth as in their own state, to impose their will on othercountries, and to dIctate the terms on whIch they would either admitwhole parties and peoples into, the socialist system or "excommnflicate" them from it at will.

Take, for example, the CPC leaders' attitude towards Yugoslavia.As late as 1955-5 the Chinese leadership spoke highly of the pro-gress of socialist construction in the FPRY. In the autumn of 1957,Jenminjjhp00 wràte, in an article devoted to ChineseyugoSlayship: "The peoples of our countries are advancing along the socialistroad." The same newspaper stated: ".
. .Yugoslavia has made greatprogress in socialist construction." This was how people In Chinaspoke of the nature of the socio-poljticaj system in Yugoslavia a merefive or six years ago. Today they say and' write something entirelydifferent about Yugoslavia. Jenminjihpao now alleges that in Yugo-slavia "there exists a dictatorship of -the bourgeoisie; indeed, it notonly exists but is the most barbarous fascist dictatorship," and thatYugoslavia is a "counterrevolutionary

special force of US imperial-..ism.
The question arises: what has happened in Yugoslavia? What facts,what actual developments in the socioeconomic

and -political life ofthat country, have entitled Chinese theoreticians to reverse theirestimations so abruptly? There are no such facts or developments,and there haven't been any. Anyoiie who proceeds not from a sub-jective standpoint, but from objective laws, from the Marxist-Lenin1st doctrine, must admit that Yugoslavia is a socialist country andthat, moreover, the Positions of socialism are going from strengthto strength in Yugoslavia. Indeed, while in 1953 the socialist sectorcomprised 100 per cent in industry, 6 per cent in. agriculture and'97 per cent in trade, today, a few years after the Chinese press has
14

praised Yugoslavia's achievemnts in socialist construction the social-."1st sector is still 100 per, cent in the country's industry, as much as-15 per cent (instead of 6 per cent) in agrici,., and 100 per cent(instead of 97 per cent) in trade. All these facts go to show thatthe Yugoslav cconomy is developing as a socialist economy. -Anyone who does not take white for bla'ck but looks at thingsobjectively, is bound to see that Yugoslavia support the social,jcountries' fight for world peace and peaceful. èoexistence generaland complete disarmament, the prohibition of nuclear weapons, therestoration of the legitinmaterigh
of the PRC in the UN, and so on.Why, then, 'do the Chinese leaders shut their eyes to all thesefacts? Why do they now insult the heroic Yugoslay people by callingYugoslavia a fascist country? We have put this question to the-Chinese leaders on more than, one occasion but have never heardfrom them anything like a coherent answer.The Chinese leaders quote the 1960 Statement of fraternal parties'which said that the revolutionary gains in Yugoslavia were imperil-led by the errors of the LCY. Let us note, however, that from whatthe Statement says, it did not deny even then but, on the contrary, con-firmed the existence of definite revolution, socialist achievementsin Yugoslavia and that,, secondly, later years showed the Positions ofsocialism to have become much stronger in Yugoslavia, a development-'.vhichT we certainly welcome. - -

While striving to improve relations with Yugoslavia, and beingfirmly convinced that this meets the interests of the sobialist causp, weSoviet Communists do not at all conceal the ideological differenceswhich persist between the Communist movement and the 'League ofCommunists of Yugoslavia. We have saiçl as much 'to the Yugoslavcomrades. But we maintain that the existence of differences is by nomeans a reason for "excommnnicag"
Yugoslavia from socialism.One cannot arbitrarily, acting on a subjective impulse and, further-more, doctoring and distorting the facts, pertnit or forbid this or thatpeople to build- socialism. And yet' this is precisely what the Chineseleaders are trying to do.

The Yugoslav example brings out with particular clarity the Clii-miese leaders' claim to the role of "ureme arbiters" in the socialistcommunity, who should judge which country is socialist and whichisn't. Today they have; in defiance of' the facts, "excommuuicated"Yugoslavia from socialism. Tomorrov it may occur to' the CPCieadCrshi to do as much with regard to other socialist countries. Butwhat has this subjectivist and arbitrary approach to do with Marxism-Leninirm? This is a method fit only for those who set at naughtthe interests of the unity and solidarity of the socialist countries.Or take the so-called Albanian question, of which the CC member..ship and our Party as a whole have been' repeatedly informed. It isyell known that forn 1960 on, the leaders of the Albanian Party of
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abrupy changed thej politic line, although we did noe
give them any cause to do so, and embarked

on hsWe actions against
the CPSU and other fraterua parties. The

of the Peop1e
Republic of Albania has virtually broken off political econoc and
military coperation with the Soviet Union and most of the other
socialist CoUntries

It was hard to see at first what had propted IIoa's and Shehu
antiSoviet moves. But as time wore on it becane more and more
obvious that the Albanian leaders took their cue from someone else,
for they repeated word for wod what was said or wiften in Peking.The Sino.Mbanian

alliance is no accidental developme
It arose

on the basis, of
OPposition to the Leninist line of the TwentieLCongress of the CPSU, on- the basis of a hosWe attitude

towards th0
elixnjnatjon of the effects of the Stalin personality cult. Just as in the
case of China, the Albanian leaders' defence of the Personality cult
is due to the fact that over many years they have

themselves been
implanting the personality cult and using pernciOus methods of
leadership in Party and county.

At the Third Congress of the APL, in 1956, the Albanian' leaders
nding theniselves under pressure from the Party

membership, whop
after the Twentieth

Congress of the CPS had demanded that the
suffocag anosphere of the

Personality cult be removed and the'
Lenlmst standards of Party life reestablishCd in the APL, had t
admit Publicly that the personality cult in the APL had becomemarked" But this "admission" and the promise to end the persona
cult were no more' than a stratagem. As a matter of fact, the
Albanian leaders had nb intention at all of renouncing their harinfafpractices. Just when Hoxha was doing "seifcriticism" from the ros
frum of the Third Congress, the Albanian police was busy puttingin jail or sending into ele members of the Tirana Party organisarion
who at the city Party conference had criticised the Albanian leaders
for violating the Leninist

standards of Party life, for arbitrary prac-
tices and for the persecution of honest 'Comnj,54 Hoia and Shehu combated the 'line of the Twentieth Congress
because they were afraid of losing their posts because the establish-
ment of the Leninist

standards of Party life in the APL would have
ended their arbitrary rule. The Albanian leaders, in taking an anti
Soviet road, put their people.in

a trying positio
They created in

Mbanj diculties that would have been out of question,
given nor-

mal co-operation with the Soviet Union and other socialist counesSoviet people are confident that in spite of the present dicultiea
in SovietAlbanian relations caused by the policy of the Mbani
top leaders, the peoples of our countries will advance together
to the common goal, the wnph of socialism

and communi As far
16
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as the' CPSU is concerned, we are viufng as in the past, to take all
necessary steps in this directionThe CPSU regards it as one of its major -tasks to work for the close
unity of the world socialist system, for close fraternal relations with
all the socialist

countries on the basis of Complete equality 'and voluntaiy co.operation fot the increased
solidarity Of the socialist countrieswith the aim f waging a joint struggle against the imperialist

aggressor5 for world peace, for the complete triumph of comniunism
II.

Questions of War, Peace and Revolution
Comades, the fortunes f our great cae and of the peoplesdepend in decisive measure on the, conanist movement beinggiven correct strategic and tactical directives onPeace and revolution It 'ofquestio war,is Particularly importa to take accountof the interconnection

and interdependence of thesewhen the revolutionary questions tbday,achievements of each particular countryare so dfrecUy bound
up. with the developrnsituation as theof internationalbefore. a whole, with the world revolution pEocess as neverThe MstLenimst parties ee their consistent sggle for peaceas fulfilment of their historical mission towards manld, which isto prevent the extenation of peoples in e names ofnuclear war. Furtheore,

'see theoey ait as a mosf important conditionfor the successf, conscon of socialism and communismthe eaion of the and forrevo1utiOn sle of the proleta of thecapitalist counes and of, the liberation

C

oppressed by imperialism movement of the peoplesAn all-round analysis of the balance of. wod forces enabled the-Communist and Workers' Parties to draw the cardinalthat world war can b,e conclusionaverted even before socinhimthroughout the world, and to reemphasise that the Leninistciple of peaceful
prin-coexistence of countries with different social

systems is the unshakable
basis for the eiist. countries

-
policy of the sócialAs we lmow, these

I
Prupositio were laid do in the 1957 Decla.

ration and 1960 Statement adopted in Moscow. The experirecent years, far from shaking ofthe vital eOessity 'of 'the policy ofpeaceful coexistence has, in fact, fully borne itthe socialist out It is due tocountries, consistent implementution of 'this policy
which is Supported by hundreds of.milo ofthat we have people all over thebeen able to foil the imperia reactiones.schemes against peace. The blessings of peac& Whichtoday do not mankjd en-Come from the gods. They are a concrete resWt
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of the staunch resistance of the peace forces to attempts to unleasha thermonuclear war, a result of the growing power of the SovietUnion and other socialist countries, as well as Of the correct policyof the Comjnw,jt Parties, which have raised aloft the banner of thestruggle br peace and rallied the whole of prqgressive mankind tothis banner.
The Chinese leaders, who engaged first in a controverry with theCPSU and other Marxist-Leijjnist parties, and then in a politicalfight against them, showed especial zeal in attacking the concluiionsof the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, and the theses of the Mos-cow Meetings of fraternal parties, oil questions of war, peace andrevolution They imagined that it was on these points that theywould be able to make political capital, and with this aim in viewthey accused the entire communist movement of "losing sight ofrevolution, perspective" and "surrendering to the capitalists".To impart. at least a semblance of veracity- to their infaniouscharges, the Chinese theoreticians resort to a device that is njtherclear nor new. Artificially separating two aspects of a single socialprocess from each other they contrast the fight for peace with therevolution movement, and claim that these two highly importanttasks are mutually exclusive. From what they allege it follows thatthose who fight to maintain peace and ward off world war areagainst revolution and hamper the revoIution, struggle. -One does not require a special Marxist education to see that theCPC leaders, who pose as grandmast5 of

dialectics, have in factkilled dialectics, which Lenin described as the "living soul" of Marx-ism. The Communist Parties, which hold aloft the banner of thestruggle for peace, are with increasing energy stepping up the classstruggle of the proletariat and all working people, and the nationalliberation movement against imperialism.
In their fight against the Leniiiist policy of peacefi coexistencewhich they counter with the idea of giving revolution a "push" bymeans of war, the CPC leaders have gone as far as to assert thatwar is an acceptable and, in fact, the only ineaps of settling thecontradictions between capitalism and socialism. They ignore theexperience of the world communist movement and exalt the roadof the victorious revolution in China as something absolute, hyingto make it an incontrovertible truth for all countries and peoples. Onevery occasion, whether suitable or not, Chinese propaganda quoteswhat Mao Tse-tung said about war and peace in the 'thirties, duringthe Civil War in China.

Among the widely popularised statements of Maó Tse-tung are thefollowing: "the war to be waged by the overwhelmjng majority ofmankind. . .will become a bridge over which
mankind will pass intoa new era in history", "the world can only be reorganised by meansof the rifle"; "we stand for abolishing war, we have no use for it,
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but war can only be abolished throh war. If you wantiifles to
go out of existence, take to the rifle.

Almost three' decades have passed since those statements were
made. Radical, changes have occurred in the worldthe world
socialist system has formed and has become a mighty force, the.
revolutionary movement of the, working class has assumed a . 'mass
scale, and the national liberation movement has scored historic

- victories. Today the alliance of the peace 'forces can, as the docu-
nients of Communist Parties point out, overcome the forces Of impe-
rialism. and prevent them from launching- a new war. The preven-
tion of war has become a particularly pressing task because the
mOst destructive weapon recorded 1 history has been created, and,i

- -- has been stockpiled in such quantities that they can bring untold
calamities -to all nations..

The Chinese leaders refuse to take all that into consideration.
- Plainly showing off their irresponsible attitude, they affirm that the

nuclear bomb is a "paper tiger" and in no way affects the issue of
war and peace. In keeping with this logic, which runs counter to
elementary commonS sense, Mao TsO-tung, speaking at the Moscow
Meeting in 1957, argued that the struggle for socialism even stood

from thermonuclear "Can one foresee," he said,-to gain a world war.
"the number of human lives that the future war may take? It may

-

-
be one-third of the 2,700 niillion inhabitants of the world, that is,
a mere 900 million, people.... 1. had an argument over, this matter

-' with Mr. Nehru. He is more pessimistic in this respect than I. I told
-

-
him that should half of mankind be destroyed, the other half would
survive; in return, imperialism would be wiped out completely and

-'
there would be only socialism in the world. In half a century or- a
whole century the population would grow again.-eveü by more
than half."

This concept is even more lucidly expressed in the collection of
articles Long Live Leninism!, which the CC CPC has approved
and is circulating. "On the ruirs of fallen imperialism" it says, "the

futurepeople will build a thousand times more wonderful
at an extremely rapid rate." That is the kind of ultra-revolutionary
verbiage, complete political irresponsibility that is particularly dan-

-. gerous because it is being demonstrated by people standing at the
- - -helm of a large socialist country.

J It is -
common knowledge that Lenin had pointed out as far bacic

as 1918 that a world war in whichi the mighty achievements of

-'3

technology are used with such greatenergy for the mass extermina-
tion of human life, apart from being.a major 'crime, can also lead "to
the undermining of the very foundtibns of human society" (Works,
voL 27, p. 386). In our days, with' the production and the develop-
ment of nuclear missile weapons, this danger has increased still
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I':' more. How can people, aulj the adheren of the
-: teaching, ignore thi5 fact?Neither the socialist coues nor the workig

People want a
World war; it can see the cause of the umpb of sociaJ
The conclusion

draw11 by spec
on the Possible

consequen
of another world war are qte anabign0

For example the pr
gressjv American scient Linus Pauiing gives figures to show
that 60 days a1 er the outbre of a nucl

war out of 190
million Arnerjca,

170 million wifl perish, 15 millio11 will suffer
greatly and oply five million will ren1 relatively unhanned The
situation in other regions drawo directjy into the sphere of
Operations will evidently be the same. Moreover account must also
be taken of such delayed. conseque115

of. a nuclear
war as the di

organjsajo11 of society due to the destruction of key ind1-jcene5 and of the means of nsport and comm011 and in.
creasing radioactive

poflutj Without mincing words, one can
say that if a world thermonuclear

conflict breaks out it would be
the greatest tragedy for humanity and would, of course deal the
cause of consmunism a heavy blow.No party that really chehes the interests of the people can fail
to appreciate its respoasibih, in the sggle for averting another
world war. Yet the Chinese leaders as we have seen, even boast
that, allegediy for "the sake of. the revolution" they are prepared
to agree to the deson of hal' of mankd It does not wo
them in the least that the losses in densely populated Counes that
will find themselves in the centre o-f military

operatio115 will be so
great that for entire peoples there will no longer be any questjo
of the triumph of Sociaksm because they will disappear from the
face of the earth.

Here it would be appropriate to recall certain facts. When in a
conversation with Tao Chu. member of the CC CPc, a Czechosl
yak journaJt

mentioned that in the event of' a thermonuclear war
the whole of Czechosloyaki.a whete 14 million People live, might

- be destroyed, the answer he received was; "In the event of a war
of annihilation the small

countries in the socialist camp will have
to subordinate their, interests In the common

interests of the camp
as a whole" Another

wejjknowo PRC ocjal told Soviet represe
tative that Comrade

Togliaw General SecEet of the Italian Conk
inuñist Party, was wrong when, expressing

'anxiety for the fate of
his people, he said that if a thermonuclear

war broke out the whole
of Italy would 'be destroyed "Other people will remh," declared
thi5 ocial "and imperialm will be wiped out.In an effort to disprove the

conclusion of the international com.
munist movement on the possibility of averting war, it is alleged in
Peking that by PW5uing a policy of peaceful

coexistence the CPSU
and other fraternal parties proce from a proposition that the
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aature of- imperialism has changed, 'base all their calculations on the'peace-loving and humane nature of the' imperialists", and "appeal
and beg for" peace from them. On the other hand, the CPC leaders,it is claimed, are waging a determined' and relentless struggle against
impenahsm and exposing its aggressive nature.

But these crnde falsifications and distortions can fool no one. Theattempts to portray Marxist-Leninists as some kind of pacifists are
simply ludicrous. In the 1957 Declaration it is recorded that as
Iong as, imperialism exists there will always 'be ground for aggres-
nive wars. From this, however, the Communist Parties did not drawthe conclusion that world war is fatally inevitable. They showed
(hat while the nature :of imperialism, its rapacious essence, re-nains unchanged, there has been a change in the balance of forces
in the world, that imperialism now occupies a. different place and

in world economy and world polities and that its influence on
the course of events is diminishing. These are the 'main factors forc..
ing the imperialists 'to comply with peaceful coexistence.

Consequently, it is not that the imperialists have beáome "peace.
'oving" or more "tractable" but that they have no alternative but to
take the growing strength of socialism into account. They are 'aware
(hat the Soviet' Union, the socialist countries, possess a formidable
weapon and, are able to deal any aggressor a crushing blow. They
cannot help but take into account the strength' of the mighty work-
ing class, and democratic movement in the capitalist countries, and
(he huge scale of the national liberation struggle of the peoples.'
The fact that capitalism will be wiped out and buried if the im-
perialist madmen unleash a world war is being more' and more'
clearly apprehended' in the camp of our class enemies.

The possibility, of averting' war, the threat of which is created
as long as imperialism exists, does not ariseof itself. It requires that'
the peace-loving forces display the greatest energy in the struggle
for peace and show the greatest vigilance with regard to the intri-
gues of tbeir enemies. It depends' to a considerable extent on the
policy of the socialist countries, on their defensive might, on the
snswerving implementation of the 'Leninist principles of peaceful

'mexistence. That is exactly the policy being pursued by the 'Soviet
Union and other socialist countries that firmly adhere to the posi-H (ions proclaimed in, the Declaration and Statement of the. fraternal
parties.

However, it' was' mainly against this, the only wise policy, that
'(he Chinese leaders have declared war. 'Having their own special
oblectives in mind, they are trying to discredit the principles of'
peaceful coexistence, assuring the peoples that their efforts to pre-
serve peace are futile. Strange as 'it may seem, the Chinese leaders
have proclaimed this point of view optimistic.
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In Long Live Leninissat it is asserted: "Wars of one kind oraziother may break out as long 'as an end is not put to 'the nperjaJj5system and the exploiter Classes." "Naturally whether or not theimperialists in the end start a war does not depend upon us for weare not the chiefs of their general staffs." At the Peking session of
the' World Federation of Trade Unions in June 1960, Liu Ningyi,member of the CC CPC, said: "'The assertions about the possibility
of peacefnj coexistence only. make the imperiaJis happy." At the
World Peace Council session in Stockhoim in December 1961, the
same Liu Ningyi made himself more Plain: "Those who think agree.
ment can be reached with the imperiajjs and peacefnj coexistenceensured only delude themselv" It is not dicult to notice thatone and the same iniporte and gloomy refrain that "war cannot
be averted" is repeated in all these statements.The Opposition of the Chinese leaders to the policy of peacefjcoexistence is closely tied up with their stand on the question of dis..
armament, on international negotiauo between the socialjst coun.
fries and the Western powers. They regard disarmament as an"illusion, an unrealisable slogan" that can only mislead the peoples.
Por example, speaking at the Peking session of the Ceneral Councj
of the World Federation of Trade Unions in 1960, Liii Changshenmember of the CC CPC, declared: "Some people think that the dis-
armament proposals can be carried into effect while imperialism
exists. That is an illusion that.has

nothing to do with reality.A world without wars and without arms is Possible only in an epoch
when socialism triumphs throughout the world."It is not hard to see in these

statements' a desire of the Chineseleaders to distort the clear stand of the CpSU and of all the Mar,.
ist-Leninist parties and at the same time to undermine the policy of
disarmament which is an important

condition in the struggle for the.prevention of a new world war and for a relaxation of internatjdn
tensions.

It is absurd to assert that our Party entert5,
any illusions on,.

cerning the military policy of the imperialist powers and their reach.
ness to agree to general and complete disarmament As long as isa-
'perialism exists, the reaction forces will clutéb at annaments as
a last resort to retain their domination,

and to usa. these armaments
in wars if they manage to unleash

them. All this is quite obvious. -'
Does this, however mean that the

communijts shoalci drop the
struggle for disarmament

and, admit the inevitability of the aims
race and of a new world war? No, such a passive stand would becontradictory to the entire revolutin

spirit Of our teaching and
to the vital interests of, the peoples.We are convinced that the rev.olutiOnary

struggle of the workjn
people, the general democratic upsurge the growing might of socia -
lain and the resolute actions of all the

Peaceloving forces can and
22

should .force the imperialists to comply, àontrary to their desire,
with the peoples' demands for disarmament. .We are not fatalists,
and we believe in the tremendous capacities of the popular masses.
No wonder that already 70 years ago Frederick Engels- called upon
the Communists to fight for disarmament, and this at a time when',
capitalism held undivided sway in the world.

"It is 25 years already that, all 'Europe has been arming on an un-
precedented scale. Each great power endeavours to outstrip another
in military might and preparedness for war. Geany,,France and
Russia do their utmost to surpass one another" wrote Engels in a
series of articles entitled "Can Europe Disarm?" "is it not stupid
to talk of disarmament under such circumstances?" lie asked, and
supplied the answer to his own question: "I maintain: disarma-
ment, and thereby a guarantee for, peace, is possible."

Works, Ed. 2, Vol.' 22, p. 387. Russ. Ed.)
That is bow Engels tackled the question I Already in those clays

he saw the vast social forces that rise against war. Then how can one
speak now of disarmament as of an "unrealisable illusion" when all
progressive mankind 'is coming out: for disarmament and whei the
'forces of peace have the mighty support 'of the socialist countries?

The slogan "A World Without Arms, A World Without' Wars" is
for the Communist Parties a mighty means of cohesion and .mobilisa-
tion of th popular masses for "an active struggle against inveterate
'militarist imperialist circles. This slogan is clear to every man, re-
gardless of his political convictions. Disarmament means the ternil-
nation of the arms race and, consequently, a cut in the tax burden.
It conforms to the vital interests of the brOadest sections of the popu
lation. Not only the communists, but also many other social forces
actively support and propagandise this slogan. Then why should we,
communists, discar,d it? Is' it not Clear that.the discarding of this
slogan can merely weaken the influence of the communists in the
popular masses, and that this would play into th hands of the reac-
'.tionary forces. , ',

Are the' Chinese leaders so naive that'they do not realise where
their strange logic leads them to' and' what great responsibility they
assume before the peoples of the world for their' reckless theses
fraught with the gravest of consequences?

The Chinese leaders, apart from holding a negative stand in such
vitally important questions 'of international policy' as disarmament,
termination of nuclear weapon tests and relaxation of' international
tensions, also try to paralyse the efforts of the Soviet Union and other
socialist countries fighting against the threat of world war.

'Facts show that time and again the CPC Government has come
forward in the world arena as a Orce opposing the peaceful
foreign policy of the socialist countries and disorganising the
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they abused peaceful coexistence, today they are posing as prac-
tically its only and the most zealous supporters. Yesterday theydeclared that disarmament was a deception of the peoples, today
they sign statements in which they undertake to work for dis-armament.

This volte-face could only be welcomed if there had been signsthat the CPC leadership really perceives its mistakes and istaking a correct stand. Regretably. everything points to the factthat the aims and objectives of the Chinese readers have not
changed. Their "love of peace" is nothing but an .ostentatious
screen masking their real intentions whicn have received a re-
buff and been censured by world public opinion. One cannot failto see that the "love of peace" now emanating from Peking is
in glaring contrast to actual deeds, to the concrete policy of. the
Government of the PRC.

The obviously adventurist position of the CPC ieaders 'makes
itself felt in their attitude to the question of nuclear weapons.

it is well known that the PRC leaders insistently sought toobtain the atomic bomb from the Soviet Union. They expressedtheir deep mortification when our country did not give them
samples of nuclear weapons.

The CC CPSU and the Soviet Government have already ex-plained why we consider it. inexpedient to. help China produce
nuclear weapons. The inevitable reaction to this would be the
nuclear arming of powers of the imperialist camp, in particular,
West Germany. and Japan. Having a higher level of economic,
scidntific and technical development they could undoubtedly pro-
duce more bombs than China and build up a nuclear potential
much faster. It must be borne in mind that revanchist aspira-
tions are particularly strong in these countries. These are the
countries which in the past have been the main hotbeds of mili-tary threats and militarism.

The Soviet Union's atomic weapon is a reliable guarantee ofthe defence not only of our -country but also of the entire socia-list camp, including China. The leaders of the PRC are wellaware of this fact.. Nonetheless, they are out to put their handson the nuclear weapon at any cost. Very- indicative in this lightis the interview given to Japanese journalists in October. 1963by Chen Yi, member of the Politburéau of the CC CPC andDeputy Premier of the PRC. Saying that China would create.her own nuclear weapon whatever the price, he declared, as wasreported in the Japanese press, that possibly it would take-.China several years and perhaps even longer than that to beginthe mass production of bombs. But China, he said would pro-duce the most modern weapon even if it would cost them theirlast shirt. And several days later a statement by a Chinese gov-
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ernment spokesman, published in Jenminjihpao stàtéd that China
would adhere to this line "even if the Chinese peOple will not
be able to create an atomic bomb in a hundred years..

e It thus turns out that the possession of an atomic bomb, which
the Chinese leaders call a "paper tiger", is their cherished goal..

In a fit of irritation, the CPC leaders went so far as to say that
the threat of a nuclear ware comes' not from imperialism but
from the "modern- revisionists", unambiguously hinting at the
Soviet Union and other socialist countries. In a speech in Pjong-
yang on September 18, 1963, Lii.i Shao-chi, Chairman of the PRC,
stated: "Imperialism did not use, the nuclear weapon every-
whereand at will and -would riot dare to do so." He followed
this up with the wild assertion that "in agreement with the im-
perialists" the Soviet. Union "has monopolised the nuclear wea-
pon" and orgamses "nuclear blackmail with regard tothe peo-

1 pies of the socialist countries and the revolutionary peoples of
the whole- world". If the "modern revisionists," he pathetically .-

exclaimed, "come to use the nuclear weapon first, they will
thereby provoke' a world nuclear war and earn the stern con-
demnation of the peoples of the whole world.'

What touching concern Liu Shao-chi shows to lull .suspicioir
that the imperialists have any intention of unleashing a nuclear-
war. After this, is it not hypocrisy on the part of the CPC lea-

n dership to call for an "adherence to the class approach", for
"distinguishing friend from foe", for. a struggle against US inn-
perialism. as the chief enemy of peaCe? In this connectIon' one

- cannot' help but recall' the perfidious rule of bourgeois diplo-
macy, which Palmerston expounded as "We have neither eternal
allies nor eternal friends. Only our interests are eternal." All
this shows how little significance the Chinese leaders attach to-
their own statements concerning the aggressive nature of impe-
rialism and their uncompromising attitude to class enemies.

The following example of the discrepancy between what, the-
- ' - Chinese leaders 'say and do must also be pointed out. This con-

cerns the relations between the socialist countries and the coun-.
tries of the capitalist world. Here the Chinese leaders have two
yardsticks: one for appraising the .policy of the USSR and other-
socialist countries and the other for assessing China's foreign.
policy.' Everyone knows the sharply negative response of the
Chinese leaders to the efforts the Soviet Union and other socia-
list countries ,are making to nommalise and improve economic

' and other relations with. the capitalist countries, including the'
United States of America. Why, one involuntarily asks, does any
normalisation of -relations between the USSR and the USA, the
two great nuclear powers on whose efforts a relaxation of in-
ternational 'tension largely depends; evoke such opposition from

'
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ihe Chinese Government? With a doggedne55 worthy f b.etter
) application, the Chinese leaders do their utmost to hinder an

improvement of US-Soviet relations, Portraying it as a "cons-piracy with the imperialists" At the same time the PRC Gov-
ernj is making feverish efforts to estabhih relations withBritain, 'rance, Japan, West Germany and Italy. All the mdi-
cation are that they would not have spurn an improvementin relatio with the USA but for the fact that so far they donot see the appropriate conditions for this.Never before has Peking received so many businessmen poli-
tica leaders and statesmen from the capitalist countries as now.
PRC representatives have tall with them and sign agreee5on trade, credits, scientc and technical aid and even on poli-tical issues.

II Do we want to reproach the CPC leaders. for these actions?
Of course, not. It is a nonnal and intrinsic

element of the polièy
of peaceful coexistence All socialist countries ultimately haveto have contacts with people from the bourgeois states and notonly with friencis but also with representativ. of the rulingimperma circles. But the thing is that the Chinese leadersconsider that when they themselves

develop such aCtivity it is
an expressi0 of the policy of real "reolutionaries

but whenother soèialist states do the same thing. it is "revisibnjsm' and"treachery"
But the attempts to slander our Peaceloving

foreign policy
are doomed to collapse. Our Party shall continue to wage a
strugg'e to avert a world thermonuclear war, secure lasting
world peace and perseveringly pursue the Leninist policy ofpeaceful coexistence between countries with different social
systems. Our peaceful Policy, Lenin said, is approved by the
overwhelming majority of the world's Population Peace helps
to strengthen socialism The WO1king people of all countries of
all continents desire peace. The Corn nunist Party of the Soviet
Union has won deserved glory as the standard..bearer

of peace
and shall always remain faithful to thjs standardTh course of events has, shown that theprog me of strug-gle for peace, democracy, national independence and ocia1isth
as drawn up by the Moscow Meetings is the program which
closely links up the immediate and Ultimate goals of the working
class and ensures the advance of the world revolutionAt the same time, far from facilitating the development of
the vorld revolution process, the theoretical platform and,chiefly the practical activity of the. CPC leadership crate addi..tionai difllcultjes for the realisation .of the age..ol aspjratioof the peoples, who are hungering for peace and Social progressIt is absurd to set the struggle for peace, for the peacef,I
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coexistence of countries with different social systems off against
the revolutionary class struggle of the working class bf the
capitalist countries and the national liberation struggle of the
peoples. For Marxists-Leninists there neither is nor can be' 'a
dilemma 'of whether to wage a struggle for peace or a revolu-
tionary struggle. These struggles are inter-related and are, in the
final analysis,. spearheaded against imperialism. The struggle for
peace is one of. the. main forms of the struggle of the peoples
against imperialism, against the new 'wars being prepared by
them, against the aggressive acts of the imperialists in the cob-
thai countries, against the military bases of the imperialists on
the territories of other countries, against the arms race, and so on.
Does this struggle. not express the vital interests of the working
class and all working people?

We know that peace is a true ally of socialism. The situation
created by peaceful coexistence 'also favourably influences the
development of the national liberation movement and the re-.
volutionary struggle if the working class in the capitalist coun-
tries.

The scale of the working class movement has grown iminea-surably in recent years. Experience shows that in many coun-
tries the struggle of the working class for democratic and social

'rights is closely intertwined with 'the struggle for peace, againstthe forces of militarism. In the struggle against militarism a
political' àomplexion is imparted even to the economic actionsof the working class. The efforts of the working class' and allworking people to avert the threat of another world war help
to educate the peoples in a spirit of international solidarity be-
cause under present-day conditions, as never before, the strug-gle for peace is essentially an international struggle.

What, for example, does it signify to ,work for 'peace in a
country like the Federal Republic of Germany? It signifies firstlyopposition to the big monopolies, which are hatching ideas of
.revenge, opposition to their offensive against the vital rights andpolitical freedoms of the working people. By participating in
this struggle, thefl working class, far from "dissolving" in the
mass democratic movement, as the Chinese leaders maintain,
acquires experience in revolutionary organisation and disci-pline, unites its ranks and wins greater influence 'among themasses.

Naturally, being a generar-democratic movement, the struggle
for peace neither sets itself nor can set itself the task of socialist
transformations. This, incidentally, is what 'the CPC leaders,
who are trying to foist on the peace movement tasks alien to
it, fail to comprehend. But the struggle for peace is working
for socialism, inasmuch as it is waged against Imperialism, the
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source of the war threat, inasmuch as- it awakens in the mas3e.sa clear understanding of their vital interests.The repudiation of this extremely close bond between theStrugg1 for peace and the struggle for socialism reveals theessentially profound distrust that ttie CPC leaders have for thepopular masses, for their ability to take organised actionin theclass struggle. The essence of the CP( leaaership's present con-cepts of the problem of revolution consists: in the rejection fthe Leninist teaching of the socialist revolution as being theresult of a mass struggle by the people, in relying soleiy onarmed uprisings everywhere, and in' all cases without, taking intoaccount the sentiments of the masses, their preparedness forrevolution, Without taking into accourt the internal and exter-nal situation.
The immense harm of this line lies in the fact that it rejectsPainstaking and patient Work with the masses and reliance onthe maturing of the objective and subjective conditions for asocialist revolution in favour of- revolutionary phrase.monger..ing Or, what is still worse, in favour of adventurist actions bya handful of men who are cut off from the people. Does thirkind of action have anything in common with MarxismLe..ism and is this not the popularisation of Blanquistajj Trotskyiteideas that were rejected long ago?No matter what the CPC leaders say to the contmy one ofthe most, acute points of the polthuics in the communist move-ment is the problem of "the ways of carrying out the revolution"and not in' th? dilemma of "whether to carry or not to carryout the revolution". 'If 'the' Communist

Parties pin all their hopessolely on an armed struggle without taking into considerationthe preparedness of the masses to support such 'a struggle it willinevitably lead only to bitter failures:In other Words, the Chinese leaders have forgotten one of theprijne propositions of Marxist..Leninjst theory, namely that therevolution cannot be accelerated or made to order, that it' cannotbe pushed on from without. "Some people," Lenin'said,' "thinkthat the revolution can be effected in a fOreign country by order.People Who think in such terms are either madmen or 'agentsprovocateurs"
(Collected Works,

Vol. 27, p. 441, Russ.' ed.).Revolution is made by ,the masses headed by the proletariat andits revolutionary vanguard Naturally this does not in any Wayimply that Marxists.Leniists
must passively wait for a' favour-able, situation to arise. The experience of the CPSU shows thateven a relatively small, steeled party that has the support ofthe proletariat and the advanced section of the Peasantry canhead the revolution and lead the people. But for this, as Leninrepeatedly emphasised there must be a revolutionary situation
30'

in which the, "upper ranks" 'are no longer able to govern and the
"lower ranks" no longer want to live as before.

Realistically assessing the present situation, the fraternal par-
ties allow for the possibility of transition ,from capitalisrii to
socialism either by peaceful or non-peaceful means.

However, no matter how the' transition from capitalism to
'' socialism is achieved, it is possible solely through a socialist

4
revolution, through a dictatorship of the proletariat in its vail-,
ous ,forms. Iii each separate country the real possibility for a
peaceful or non-peaceful transition tO' socialism is determined
by concrete historical conditions. The fraternal parties 'in the
capitalist countries are invariably guided by Lenin's proposition
that the working class must master all' forms and e,of re-
volutionary struggle without exception, that it must be pre'-
pared for the swiftest and most unexpected. switch from one
form of 'struggle' to another and utilise it in conformity with

the obtaining situation. But the Chinese leaders oppose this

creative approach to questions of tactics by the fraternal parties

and attempt to instruct them from Peking on how and when

tà carry out 'a revolution in their countries. Quite understand-
ably these "instructions" are getting a unanimous rebuff from

Marxists_LeninistS.
Our Party, has always unswervingly adhered to positions of

proletarian internationalism. No slander and no dirty fabrica-
tions can smear the banner of proletarian internationalism
which is sacred to us. Our Party' will ontinue tirelessly to
strengthen' its solidarity with the working class, with the work-'
Sing masses 'of the capitalist countries, struggling to destroy the
capitalist system and transforming society on socialist lines. This
road has been bequeathed to us by Lenin 'and we shall, stead-
fastly follow it.

III

The CPC Leaders' Policy of Isolating the National Liberation
Movement from the International Working Class

The Chinese leaders pin special hopes on using the national
liberation -movement for their own ends.

The -collapse of ,the colonial system of imperialism, and the
tasks and prospects of the newly-free countries constitute one
of the cardinal problems of the social progress of all mankind.
Imperialism and internal rOaction are trying to 'stop the de-
velopment of national, liberation revolutiobs and to push the
newly-free countries into the trap of neo-colonialism. The pro-
gressive democratic forces are fighting for Complete national
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freedom, for the transition to the non-capitaJi path of deve1o..meat. The bistoricaj destinies of hundreds Upon hundreds ofmillions of people depend on the outcome of this struggleThe Comniujj parties of the World, after generaiising attheir internatiop.al conferences the vast experience of the anti-imperialist movement, put fortvard a clear-cut progran,0 ofaction - to promote the struggled of the peoplee of Asia, ,Africaand Latin America for complete national and social liberatioiThe Chinese leaders countered this MarxJst_Jnjnist pro-granime with their specia policy, and are trying to impose uponthe national liberation movement principles which may pushit on to a perilous path and endanger the achievements of thepeoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.It is particularly typic of the Chinese leaders' that they corn-pletely ignore the immense variety of conditions in which thecountries of Asia, Africa and Latin America are.It is well 'known that these countri stand at different leyelsof socio..ecofloc and political developmeat One group ofcountries has' already taken the socialist road. Another grouphas won political independence and set about effecting radicalsocial reforn'is. A third group of countries, where the nationalbourgeoisie has come to power adheres
on the whole to an anti-imperialist position There are countrje5 which have formallyacquired political independence but have virtually failed to be-come independent because of the puppet regimes that havecome to power in them or -because of their participation in im-périalist blocs. Lastly, there are countries where colonial regimesremain and whose peoples are waging a heroic struggle for theirfreedom.

It is obvious to the Mar sts-Leij,i5 that the peoples of eachof those groups of countries are faced with different taski. TheChinese leaders, however, are trying to impose uniform stand-ard patterns and methods of' struggle on the Communist Partiesand all progressive forces. This isparicularly evident from whatthey contend 'to be the main .tasks of the national liberationmovement at 'the present stage.
The Tvfarxists_La5t5

consider 'that the main tashi of theformer colonies where the political rule of the imperialistsdone away with_and those countries constitute a majority_areto strengthen the independence achieved, uproot colonial practicesin their economy and develop it-at a fast rate, achieve economicsovereignty,, and follow the road to social and economic pro-gress. Among the- primary general national problems are theexpulsion of foreign monopolies, the implementation of agrarianreforms in the interests of the peasants the promotion of natio.
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al industry, above all by setting ,up a state sector, and the de-
mocratisation of social and political life. In a number of coun-
tries, conditions are already being created, as these tasks are
fulfilled, for development along non-capitalist -lines, for taking
the socialist road. - .

- In their interviews with delegations from the Communist
Parties of newly-free countries, and in their statements at world
conferences, Chinese representatives speak of nothing but the
necessity for waging. an armed struggle in those countries. -At
the Stockholm session of the World Peace Council, for example,
Liu Ning-yi, member of the CC CPC, claimed that "the road of
armed struggle is -the road to the complete liberation of the
opprssed nations". .- '

The Marxists-Leninists have always supported armed risings
against the çolonialists, against tyrannical regimes; they have
'supported the liberation 'wars of oppressed peoples., But' they
have always oppose,d standard tactics based on the dogmatic
use of some one form of struggle, irrespect,ive of the actual con-
ditions. Such tactics are particularly harmful now that in most
of the Asian, African and Latin American countries national,
governments have come to power that are pursuing an anti-
imperialist policy. In these circumstances, to advance the slogan
of armed struggle as a universal method means causing double
harm,. disorienting the forces of national liberation and distract-
ing them from the struggle, against imperialism.'

After all, it i absurd to say that the working people of Alge-
na, Ghana, Mali and certain other countriCs are faced with' 'the
task of starting an' armed revolt. Such an idea amounts to an
appeal to bOck the reactionaries, who are intent or overthrowing
the governments of those countries. And what else but harm
can one expect from an attempt to put this idea into effect in
such countries as,' for example, Indonesia or Ceylon? -

The "Leftist" recommendations of the Chinese leaders for an
armed struggle- everywhere are nothing but an attempt to push
the Communist and all' democratic i!orces in: the 'newly-free
countries on to a path of adventures. Experience shows that
those 'who blindly follow suci recommendations, refusing to
take account of the actual conditions, doom themselves to isola-
tion, make useless sacrifices and, far from promoting social pro-
gress in their countries, handiëap it. -

On the question of the prospects' of the historical development
of the liberated countries the Chinese leaders cme out against
such cardinal principles of the communist movement as Lenin's
thesis on tbe possibility of anon-capitalist way of development
of the liberated countries. ,

Speaking at the Moscow bilateral meeting in July 1963, Teng
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isiao-ping, General Secretary of the CC CPC, said outright thatthe thesis of the non-capiia1ist path was "meaningless talk",
although every Coxmnunist knows that this thesis was put for-
ward by Lenin and has been borne out by the experience of a
number of peoples that in the past were colonial.

The idea of the non-capitIist path is gaining ground among
the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, and for a num-
ber of peoples it has become a call for practical action. This
is a tremendous achievement of socialism. Capitalism has dis-
credited itself in the eyes of the peoples, and the appeal of so-
cialist ideas in the newly-free countries is so strong that the
advanced forces and national leaders of many countries advocate
taking the socialist path, and are actually taking steps in this
direction, counting with good reason on the support from the
socialist countries and the Marxist-Leninist parties.

Except for "Leftist" phrases about the armed struggle, the
Chinese leaders have nothing to say to the peoples of the newly-
free countries concerning the lines along which they should wage
their struggle for a better future. They have, in fact, no positive
ideas that would help the progressive forces in one-time colonies
to fight for socialism.

The Chinese leaders pretend that the interests of the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America are particularly near and
dear to them and that they are concerned above 'all with
the further progress of the national liberation movement. The
fasts, however, give them the lie. It is becoming increasingly
evident that they. are prompted by other considerations. The
CPC leadership is clearly .trying to establish control over the
national liberation struggle in order to make it an instriunent'
for the implementation of its hegemonic plans. The arguments
contained in the Jenrninjihpao article of October 22, 1963, al-
ready mentioned, are typical in this respect. That newspaper
tries hard to prove that "true" Marxists-Leninists are to be found
in Peking only, and makes, it perfectly clear that the national
liberation movement should take its bearings from them. The
Chinese 1eiders call on the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latii
America t&follow Peking's lead in everything. The article clearly
expresses the cPC leadership's claim to hegemony in the national

the. infamous falsehood that the CPSU "underestimates" the his-
torical role of the national liberation movement and that the
Soviet Union 'refuses to help" the national liberation movement
on the pretext of fighting for peaceful coexistence. We need not
refute this ill-intentioned slander: Whatever "strong. language"
the Chinese leaders may use against the CPSU, they cannot cite
a single fact bearing out them lying contentions.

But the CPC leaders do not confine themselves to slander. In
-

. the steps. they take officially and in various .vorld demoratic
organisatioñs, they concentrate not' on furthering the unity of
the anti-imperialist forces, but on the struggle agarnst the USSR
and other socialist countries. That was what they did, m parti-
cular, at the Afro-Asian Solidarity Conference at Moshi.

- At that Conference Liu Ning-yi, head of the Chinese delega-
tion, said in a talk with our delegates: 'East European
countries should not interfere in -Asian and African affairs. We
regret the fact that you have come here at all. Who wants you
here? It is an insult to the solidarity movement of the 'Afro-
Asian countries... Yoti may do as you will, but we shall be
against you." The Chinese delegates .at the Conference sug-
gested fo Asian and African delegates that since the Russians,.
Czechs and Poles are whites, "they cannot be trusted", that they
would "always be able to come to terms with the -American
whites" and that the peoples of Asia and Africa had interests

- of their own and must form their separate associations.
Lately the Chinese leaders have virtually begun to form

separate (trade union, journalists, writers, students, sports,
etc.) organisations for Asian, African and Latin American coun-
tries, which they plan to set up against the World Federation
of Trade Unions and other international associations.

In the light of the practical activities of the Chinese leaders-
in recent years, the true political' meaning of their slogan'

'. "The wind from the East is beginning to prevail over the wind
from the West"has become all the more clear. It will be. recall-

- ed that at the Meeting àf 1960 that slogan was sharply criticised
- as a nationalist slogan substituting the geographic, and even the

racial, approach for the' class approach.' It is clearly an attempt
to minimise the r9le of the world socialist system, the working'

'. class and the peoples of Western Europe and America.'
-

The Chinese theoreticians would like to substitute the call
liberation movement, and their desire to subordinate it to their 'for setting the Eastern peoples apart on a nationalist and even
special aims. racial basis for the Leninist idea of uniting the anti-imperialist

That probably sheds more light than anything else on the true forces. of all countries and continents, expressed in the slogan
object of the Chinese leaders' policy of dissociating the national , 'Workers of all countries and oppressed peoples, unite!" Their'
liberation movement from the wdrld socialist system and frim . slogan about the supposedly magic power of the wind from the
the international working class. . .

It is with that object in view that the CPC leaders have sprad 3 -
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East is plainly designed to foment nationalist and' even racialsentiments among the peoples fighting against colonialism.Long years of enslavement and exploitation by the imperial-ists, who mocked at the honour and national dignity of the op-pressed peoples, have aroused distrust of people of the whiterace in a section of the population of the former eolbnies andsemi-colonies, and still nourish that sentiment. It is this senti-ment that the Chinese leaders are trying to fan in the hope ofsetting the peoples of the former colonies and semi-coloniesagainst the socialist countries and the working people of thedeveloped capitalist countries, and of representing themselvesas the sole defenders of the- interests of those peoples. For, ifwe are to lay bare the secret design behind the Chinese sloganand reveal the far-reaching aim of the CPC leaders, it is likethis: China, according to them, is the 'biggest country of theEast, it embodies the interests of the East, and it is here thatthe "winds of history" spring up that- are to "prevail over" thewinds from the "West".
In other words, that slogan is nothing but an ideological andpolitical expression of the hegemonic aspirations of -the Chineseleadership.
It is natural that the Chinese leaders, who are hatching plansof that sort, regard close ties between the national liberationmovement, on the one hand, and the world socialist system andthe international working-class, movement, on the other, as amost serious Obstacle to the realisation of their schemes. Hencethe CPC leaders' policy of dissociating the Asian, African andLatin American countries -from the USSR and other -socialistcountries and from theworking class of the capitalist countries.Needless to say, that policy is- in crying conflict with the vitalinterests of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America. As thefacts show, it is meeting with growing resistance on their part.And that is understandable, because the policy of the CPCleaders, which is aimed at undermining the alliance of thenewlyfree countries and the socialist countries, may cause greatd.amage primarily to the' peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin Ame-rica. In effect, that policy dooms the peoples of those countriesto aloofness and isolation, to the "bottling" up of all that isnarrowly national; it shuts them off frm the international ex-perience of the revolutionary movement and- the constructionof the new society, and thereby facilitates the imperialist strug-.gle against the national liberation movement.

The tremendous progress which the national liberation move-ment has made in our day was made possible by its close linkswith the peoples of the Soviet Union and other socialist coun-tries and with the revolutionary movenent of the international

20 -

working class. The - Communist Party of the Soviet Union and

'the other MarxistLeninist parties regard the national libera-

-?
-Lion movement as- a major revolutionary factor 'of today, one,

which .make a historic contribution to the struggle against im-

perialism for peace and socialism. -

The Great October Socialist Revolution, for the first time in

history, showed all the enslaved people the real way to libera-

tion from national oppression. it initiated the great revolut,iOfl'

ary process which today has culmineted in the collapse of the-

colonial system, an event, of epochmaking significance.

'I'he national liberation revolutiOns' triumphed in new histo-

rical conditions. First of all, there arose, and has been develop-

ing and gaining strength, the world socialist system, which is

becoming 'the decisive factor in the progress of society. Secondly,

-

'the defeat in the Second World War of the striking forces of

imperialisfl1_Hitl GermanY, fascist Italy and militarist. Japan

_rèsulted in a considerable weakening of world reaction.

Thirdly, the working class and aU working people of the colo-

nial powers stepped up their fight against the colonial policies

f the imperialists. -,

All that provided' an exceptionally favourable situation for

-the victories of the national liberation movement and enabled

to encompass the colonial and semicolonial peripherY of impe-

rialisni on three continents_Asia, Africa and Latin America. We

greatly appreciate the assistance which the national liberation

Etruggle is rendering to the socialist countries and to all revolu'

-
tionary forces. - :

Unity -of all the revolutionary forces is -an earnest of victory

in the anti_imPerit struggle. The fundaiT1entl national in-

terests of the peoples of 'Asia, Africa and Latin America fully

coincide with thosO of the socialist
comm9pwealth, and of. the

-working class and all working people in ll countries. This is

'the objective basis of the,growing solidarity of the revolution

ary forces fighting against imperialism.

Back in the days when- our countrY was the only socialist

state Lenin wrote that "the revolutionarY
movement of the peo-

ples of the East can now develop successfullY, ai'id can come to

a culmination, only in direct,connection -with the revolutionarY

struggle of our Soviet Republic against international imnperia-

lism" (Coil. Works, Vol. 30, 'p. 120. Russ. ed.) Lenin's words

sound with particular force noW; that there exists the world

- ociálist system.
What', specificallY, does support for the national liberation

movement on the part of the socialist countries mean today?

The internati0n15t duty of the socialist countries is to ,foil

3,7
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imperjalj5 attempts at r estabJisJii cc$lonjaj regimes in theflewlyfree Countries and Preventing the realisatjon of the na-tionaj aspirations of the peoples that have throw off colonialtanny. In all such cases the duty of the socialist countries isto give those countries political and diplomatic support and,.when necessary to curb the inlperialist aggresso by using the.whole might of the world socialist system.Our policy, which is aimed at assisting the peoples fightingfor their freedom is based on the lofty prinoiples of proletaijinternationalism on the behests of the great Lenin.Many times our Party and Government have stated theirviews on questio of the national liberation movement clearlyand in great detail. The answers which Comrade Khrushchovgave to the questio of a number of African and Asian news-papers and which were Published not long ago, say in.no uncer-tam terms: "Every people fighting agai the colonialist5- has.
been firmly suppoed by the Soviet Union and other socia]jcountries Today we declare once agamn for all to hear, thatthe peoples fighting for their liberation can continue to counit
firmly on our sUpport."

The peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America know well that
the Soviet Union actively suPPorts the just national liberatjowars which the people wage against their enslavers The Soviet
Union, like other socialist countries, is doing everything to help.
the national liberation moveineflt_conomicall

Politically and,
if necessary, 1flilitaily...... to prevent the imperialists from
Unleashing local wars and exporting

counterrevojutio by force
of arms.

We- have only to refer to such facts as the support given to
Egypt during the Suez venture of the AflgloFrefl is l ag-
gressors, the assistance extended to Indonesia in its struggle to-
promote its independence and recover West Irian, and manyother facts. No people who have asked our support have met
with a refusal. The soldiers of the heroic national liberatienarmy of Algeria and the armed forces of Indonesia the Yemen
and other countries know well whose arms helped them in the-
trugg1e agai the - colonialists for freedom

and independeneeIn th& recent period the Soviet Govermnent has repeatedlyand resolutely come out in defence of peoples fighting for their-national independenee It has supported the peoples of Panamaand Cyprus in their anti_imperialist
struggle, voiced its solids..rity with the courageous resistance put up by the Vietnamepeople to US aggression

warned the British and US imperia.lists against interference in the internal affairs of the People's.Republic of Zanzibar, and exposed colonialist intrigi.e in EastAfrica.

-
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- Now that the achievement of economic sovereignty and social
progress have become the chief direction in which - the anti-
imperialist struggle of the newly-free countries is developing, it
is particularly important to expand economic co-operation be-
1ween the socialist countries and those countries, and to ren4er

them fraternal economic assistance.
The Soviet Union unfailingly fulfils its duty. Sqviet credits to

newly-free countries on. favourable terms add up to a total ex-
ceeding 3,000 million roubles. The Soviet Union is helping to build

about 500 industrial and other establishments in several dozens

of newly-free countries. It is rendering disinterested assistanëe
to the newly-free countries in setting up a national industry,
the bulwark of economic independence. The Bhilai Iron and Steel
Works and the Aswan High Dam will always be remembered

by the peoples as symbols of fraternal co-operation between

socialist countries and the countries that have freed themselves

from colonial tyranny.
Thousands of students from newly-sovereign states receive

education in our country. Growing economic relations between
the USSR and other socialist countries, on the one hand, and
Asian, African ,and Latin American countries, on the qther, have
ended the monopoly which the imperialist powers had on deli-
veries of plant and the granting of credits. These powers often
have to make concessions to underdeveloped countries with re-
gard to loan terms in the field of trade, and so on. Economic
blockade, a weapon which in the past never failed, has been
knocked out of the hands of the imperialists.

The peoples of the newly-free countries know that they can
-' win the battle against the domination of international mono-

polies -if :they draw on the economic power of the socialist sys-
tem. The growing -economic potential of the 'socialist countries
is in their best interest. Today the 'achievements .of the socialist

'

-
countries in the economic competition ,with' capitalism, and-
their expanding economic relations' with newly-sovereign
states constitute one of the most important forms in which socia--
lisrn gives the people of the newly-free countries effective sup-
port. -. -.

The Chinese leaders, however, suggest to the peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America that the socialist countries' policy of
peaceful economic competition allegedly runs counter to their
interests. They do all they can to smear the economic 'assistance

to the lesswhich the USSR and other socialist countries render
develOped countries, and try to induce them to question the
purpose of that assistance. But 'the peoples of the newly-free

- countries, who have gained, considerable political experience,
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will be in a position to see for themselves What the Chinese
leaders are driving at and ,what they really want, and will rejecta policy aimed at subordinating them to the selfish plans of theChinese leaders.

Soviet people are confident that the peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin America, who are well familiar with the actual facts concerning Soviet assistance, Will themselves draw the right conclusions as to the worth of the slanderous fabrications of theChinese leaders. They can do this -all the more easily because
they can compare the deeds of the Soviet Union with the Chmese
leaders' actions in recent years.

We are firmly convinced that the national liberation movementwhich has become one of the greatest. progressive factors of to-day, will, despite all difficulties, and in close alliance with theworld socialist system and the anti-imperialist forces, march onalong its own path, towards final victory over the imperialistforces, and will bring the peoples of Asia, Africa and LatinAmerica deliverance from age-old backwardness will lead themto national and social prosperity.
The Soviet Union has invariably advocated the abolition ofevery form of colonial- oppression. It considers fraternal alliancewith the peoples that have cast off colonial and sernj-colj

tyranny as a corner-stone of its foreign policy.
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union. has always helped.the peoples fighting against imperialism for their freedom andnational independence, and will continue to do so. No amountof slander and no falsehoods cn hinder the growing 'friendship

between the peoples of the Soviet Union and other socialistcountries and the peoples of the countries which have freedthemselves from colonial dependence.

Iv

On Soviet-Chinese Relations

Comrades,

The CC CPSU and the soviet Government have always attached'
great importance to the development of friendship and co-operation
with 'the People's Republic of China. We have never sought any ad-vantage or profit, and have always been internationalist in our atti-tude towards the CPC and the Chinese people.

For many years we have supported the working people of China
their Communist vanguard, in the struggle for independence, foi-the victory of the socialist revolution. We considered- it our duty-
to help the Chinese people fraternally in the building of socialism.
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the strengthening of the international
position of the PRC, and in the

defence of its socialist gains.

Our Party, the Soviet people, know the scale and'the nature of the

economic assistance
rendered by the Soviet Union to China. Ih a

short period of time the USSR helped the People's Republic'of China

to
build over 200 large industrial enterprises,

shops and other pro-

jects, equipped with modern machinerY. The PRC has built with

Soviet aid whole brancbeS of industry
which China had not had be-

fore: aircraft-, automobile- and tractprbuiidin1g industries, power-

producing, heavy
5chinebmiding and precision

5hinebuilding

industries,
5mentmaking and adio.eng1neerng and various

branches of the chemical ihdustry.
The factories built and

Soviet assistance enable

China to produce
anflually 8,700,000 tons of iron, 8,400,000 tons of

steel, and 32,200,000 tons of coal and, shale:
Enterprises built with

the help of our country account for 70 per cent of China's tin output,

100 per cent of its synthetic rubber output, 25 to 30 per cnt of its

electric power output, and 80 per cent of, the lorries and tracto

produced annually.. The' defence factories built with the technical

assistance of the SovietUnioul
constituted.the core for the building

of Cla',s defence indus.
More than 1(1,000 Soviet

specialists were sent to the People's Re-

public of China for varying terms between 1950 and .1960. Some

10,000 Chinese engineers, technicians and skilled workers, and about

1000 scientists, were taught and trained in the USSR between 1951

and 1962. More than 11,000 students and postgraduat graduated.

from Soviet higher educational
establishments in this period.'

SovietChiflese cooPerati0nt
reached its peak after 1953, when

elements of inequality in the relations between our countriesl imposed

during the Stalin personality cult, were removed on the initiative

of the CC CPSU and Comrade N. S. Khrushchov. "On the Chinese-

questiofl" Mao Tse-tung said in 1957, "the credit for removing the

disagreeable and the extraneous belongs to N. S. KhrushChOv."

In 1959 the proportions of S'ovietChinese' economic contacts were

nearly double those of 1953, while deliveries for the building pr6jects

increased
in that period as much as eight-fold. Between 1954 and

1963 the Soviet Union turned over to China more than 24,000 sets

of scientific and technical documents, including 1,400 projects of- large

industrial enterprises. ,These documents contained the vast experi-

ence accimulated by the Soviet people, by its scientists and technI,

cians. In effect, all these scientific and technical 'documents were

turned over to China gratuitously.
The Soviet, Union granted the People's Republic of China long-

term credits totalling 1,816 million roubles on favourable terms.

The CC CPSU and the Soviet
Government spared no effort to

enable China to 'asstnne firmly' the place of a great socialist power on
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the international scene, and worked Perseverigly for the restorationof the rights of the PRC in the United Nations. We regularly Inform..ed the leadership of the PRC of all the key political actions of theSoviet Union and S&ove to co-ordinate the foreign polies of our twoCOuutries
It should be said that, while assisting People's China, the CCCPSU for its part always highly appreciated the support of the PRC.What we mean re not only, the various valuable

Chinese items ofeort received by the USSR and the eerience made available tous by the Chinese
scientists but also the common struggle for theconsolidation of peace, against imperialism and colonialism.In 1950, the Soviet Union and the PRC concluded a Treaty ofFriendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance which became an sin-portant factor not only in the development

of versatile relations be-tween our two countries but also in the strengthening of peace inthe Far East
The Soviet Union has always faithfully abided by all the commit..

ments under this Treaty. Eveiy time a threat arose to the security
of the PRC, the USSR demonstrated its readiness to perform its allied
duty to the end. In the autumn of 1958, for example, Comrade N. S.
Khrushchov, head' of the Soviet Government declared in a message
to US President

Eisenjsower that "an attack on the People's Republic
of China, the great friend, ally and neighbour of our country would
be tantamount to an attack on the Soviet UniOn"

This declarationwas re-affirmed in all earnest in July 1962. The above shows howearnestly the Soviet Government 'approached the strengtheg ofSoviet.Chinese friendship.
However to our regret ever since 1958 the Government of the

PRC has been taking Various measures undermJjiiig
SovietChinfriendship and creating difficulties on the world scene byi uncoordj

nated actions not only for the Soviet Union, but also for other social
countries.

Soviet.Cjiinese relations deteriorated most 'markedly after the' CPCleaders went over from isolated unfriendly acts to a sharp curtajhnentof economic and cultural relations with the Soviet Union and othersocialist countijes Already on the eve of the 1960 Moscow Meetingof fraternal parties, the Chinese Government demanded that the
USSR revise all the agreeme and protoco Concluded 'earlier oneconomic, scientific and technical Cooperation;

besides, the ChineseGovem-anient turned down a considerable part of the planned deli-
veries of Soviet equipment, reducing to a minimum the volume ofSovietChinese trade.

Although the Soviet Government was aware that this course of theChinese leaders would harm SovietChinese friendship and co-operation, it had no choice but to consent to it As a result, the total
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volume of economic co-opration between the Soviet Union and thePRC (including trade and technical assistance) dropped in 1962 to36.5 per cent of what it was in 1959, while deliveries of sets ofequipment and materials decreased 40-fold. In 1963 economic Co.operation and trade continued to drop.It stands to reason that we could, not look on indifferently while.Soviet.Chinese co-operation shrank so acutely. Time and again theCC CPSU called on the CC CPC to avert this proCess. We suggesteda number of concrete measures for- it, but the hinese leaders did-not respond to our suggestions. In Pursuance of their special aims,they worsened China's relations with the Soviet Union step by stepand began to spread the ideologicjj differences to the sphere or inter-state relations.
Having set their course on curtailing economjq contacts with theUSSR and other sociaflst countries, the CPC leaders at first explainedthis as follows:
"Firstly,. thanki to the assistance of the Soviet Union, the primaryfoundations of modern industry and technology have been laid inChina, and, therefore; the building and designing of most projectswill in future proceed with domestic resources. We want to ease theefforts of the Soviet Union with'respect to its assistance' to China.However, in the future, too, we shall have to ask for Soviet assistancein relation to projects that we shall not be able to design, build andequip on Our own.

"Secondly, the CC CPC and the Chinese Covernnient consider itnecessary to concentrate their 'resources on the building of the mostimportant projects, while reducing the total number' of capital pro-
jects and non-urgent projects in .order to put into practice the 'betterfaster and cheaper' principle of' socialist construction 'in' theFEC. The scale of building in the countly-will continue to be big andthe rates high. -

"Thirdly, due to the natural calamities in in the lasttwo years, certain difficulties have arisen with regard to the balanceof payments, and, therefore, by reducing the number of projects builtwith the help of the Soviet Union we hope to create conditions formore favourable co-operation between our countries" (Quoted fromthe statement by Ku Cho-hsin, head of the FEC Covernment delegation at the SovietChinese
negotiations on February 10, 1961.)Yet today, having evidently "forgotten" its previous explanationsthe PRC Government

maintains that SovietChinese
contacts werereduced on the initiative of the Soviet Union and that this is the causeof China's difficult

economic situation in the last few years. '-Today, Chinese propagandists go out of their way to prove thatthere has never been any Soviet assistance to China and that therehave been no more than ordinary commercial operations. 'Bent onerasing the memory of Soviet assistance among the people, the Clii-
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nese go to the length of removing trade marks from Soviet lathes and,
other machinery, and allege that the Soviet Union delivered obsolete

equipment to China. This is said in spite of the fact that the Chinese

themselves, and the foreign press as well, noted that enterprises built

with Soviet assistance, such as the Changchun Automobile Works,

the Harbin Electrical Engineering Works, the Loyang Tractor Works,

and many others, are splendid models of modern industry.
Such actions have little in common with any concept of common

decency. While leaving them, to the conscience of the Chinese lead-

ership, we cannot help noting the obvious discrepancies in their

charges against the Soviet Union. On the one '.hand, they try t
blame the USSR for reducing its assistance and creating serious diffi-

culties for China's economy. On the other, they spread rumours that

Soviet assistance was ineffective and insignificant. Yet if it were

granted that our assistance was "ineffective and insignificant", then

how could its cessation harm China's economy?
To use the favourite expression of the Chinese leaders, where is

the truth and where the untruth on this score? The facts show that

it is nothing but untruth all round.'
In spite of the candidly h9stile actions of the CPC leadership, our

country is living up faithfully to earlier commitments and continuing

to assist China in the building of 80 industrial enterprises. Engineers,

technicians, scientists and students from the PRC are being trained

in the Soviet Union as before. The Soviet Union responded frater-

nally to the ecoijomic difficulties that arose in.China in 1960 and 1961.

At a time when particularly acute food shortages occurred in the, PRC,

the CC CPSU and the Soviet Government offered the CPC leadership'

a loan of 1,000,000 tons of grain and 500,000 tons of sugar. At the

same time, the Soviet Union granted the PRC five years' deferment on

payments due for commercial transactions to the tune of 288 mil-

lion roubles. .

If, as the Chinese leaderhip claims, it was the Soviet Union that

sought to curtail its economic relations with China, why did it

take all these steps, why it continues its assistance in building indus-

trial enterprises, and why it makes repeatd offers for greater mutually'

advantageous trade and economic co.operation? The CPC leadership

gives' no reply to this question. Nor can it do so, because it was none

other than th Chines,e leadership that sought the curtailment of co-

operation between our countries.
Seeking to justify, to some extent at least, the economic failures of

the PRC, brought about by, the "big leap" policy, the CPC leaders lay

a particular accent' on the question of Soviet specialists. So, although

this issue has been
repeatedly dealt with in our Party's official docu-

ments, we are compelled to dwell upon it once more.

The Government of the USSR sent specialists to China in the belief

that they were needed to assist in the development of China's national
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economy, which did not have qualified personnel in sufficient numbers.It was by no means a commercial transaction, but an act of genuinefraternal assistance to the Chinese people.
Seeing that the demand for foreign specialists is temporary in natureand that qualified personnel of their, own was rapidly growing in thefraternal socialist countries, the Soviet Government broached the queslion of recalling our specialists first in 1956, and once again in 1958.Similar offers vere,also made at the time to the other People's Demo-cracies where Soviet specialists were still working then. Since the'specialists were not needed any longer these offers were accepted'byall the countries, excluding the PRC, whose government requestedthat the Soviet specialists stay on for a certain tune.

'While insisting that the Soviet specialists remain, the Chinese autho-rities deliberately treated them worse than before, and created intole-rable conditions for their work.
The last years of our specialists' stai in the PRC coincided with the"big leap", policy, which unbalanced the proportions of economic deve-lopment and caused departures from accepted technical standards.The Soviet' specialists could not help seeing the dangerous implicationsof this policy. They warned the Chinese authorities against violating.the technical 'requirements.

But their advice fell on 'deaf ears. Dueto the fact that the
recommendations of the Soviet specialis were'ignored and that the Chinese officials grossly violated the technicalstandards, large breakdowns 'occurred, some of them involvinci lossof life. This happened, on the building site'of the Hsinantsiang Hydro-power Station, where'hundreds of thousands of. tons of rock crasheddown because the technical requirerne were scorned, and work onthe project was considerably delayed. The dams burst and' the pit wasflooded at the Hsinfungtsiang

Hydro-poyer prOject for the same reason.In both cases there was loss of life. It is only natural that the Sovietengineers and technicians could not treat all this with indifference.They protested, but being ignored, they,began asking to be sent home.Furthermore, beginning with the spring of 1960 the Chinese authori-ties began "indoct,piiating" the Soviet specialists, trying to alienatethem against the Central Committee of the CPSU and the Covernmentof the USSR. This roused the legitimate indignation of our people.The Government of the'USSr has repeatedly called the attention ofthe Chinese author-jes to all these outrageous facts, and requestedinsistently that normal conditions be provided for the work of theSoviet specialists; But the Chinese authorities responded by treatingour people in a still more unfriendly and insulting fashion, by spurningthem as "conservatives" and by reviling Soviet experience and tech-nology in every way. Surveillance of Soviet people increased, searchesof personal belongings became more frequent, and the like. In thecircumstances, there was no choice but to' recall our specialists.
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Now, after many additioazj facts have come to light, there is evesyreason to believe that after 1959, when the Chinese leadership beganaggravating its relations with the USSR, it did not need the specialjsf,,so much as the question of these specialists, which they could useagone of the pretexts for the struggle against the CPSU.After recalling the Soviet specialists, the Soviet Government soughtan adjustment of. the matter in the interests of strengtheg SOviet.Chinese friendship. In November 1960, on the instructions of the CCCPStJ Comrade A. I. Mikoyan told the Chinese leaders at the MoscowMeeting of Fraternal Parties in an official
conversation that if Chinareally needed Soviet specialjs and if they were provided normal con-ditions for work, we %sere prepared to send them back to the PRC.Comrade N. S. Khrushcboy said the same thing in his talk with ChouEn-lai and the other membes of the CPC delegation to the 22nd Con-gress of the CPSU. At the bilateral meeting of the CPStJ and CPCdelegations (in July 1963) and.in the Letter of the CC CPSU of Nov-ember 29, 1963, the Chinese leadership was again officially informedthat if it required the technical help of our specialists; the Soviet Gov-ernment was prepared to examine the question of sending them to thePRC. The Chinese leaders did not reply to all these proposals andContinued to exploit the question of Soviet specialists for their Un-

seemly ends. They even tried to blame the revision of their econo.Inic 'plans, the reduction of capital building and the difficulties whicharose in the Various branches of their economy on the withdrawal ofour specialists.
But, to begin with, everybody knows that the economic difficultiesin the PRC arose before the Soviet specialists had been recalled, andthat they arose due to the dangerous "big leap" experiment. Secondly,the greatest difficulties arose in economic branches where there werevery few or no Soviet specialists at all.How, for example, could. the recall of theSoviet specialists affectthe coal, oil, timber, light and other industries and agriculture aswell, if, in 1960, there were two specialists working in the coal indutry, threc in the Ministry of State Farms and Virgin Lands, and oneeach in the departments.of the Ministry of Agriculr and Forestry?Yet it was these very branches, and especially agriculture that suffer-ed the greatest failures.

Is it not high time for the Chinese leaders to stop misleading theirParty, their people and world opinion, and to speak the truth aboutthe real reasons for the difficulties, of the Chinese people?These reasons stem from the fact that the CPC leaders ignored theobjective laws in their economic policy.How to explain the fact that lately, due to the exertions of theCPC leadership, Soviet-Chinese
economic co-operation cultural rela-tions and exchanges between public organisatjo5 are dwindling fromyear to year, while insinuations and slander pour forth against the
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Soviet people in increasing
quanutiesp There is only one expla0.the Chinese leaders want to fence their people off fro'n the Soviet

Union. They are afraid that their 'people will learn the trutJ
about the elfiess 'fraternal Soviet propos for the development of
relations between the USSR and-the PRC, and that then their vicious
slande; whereby they seek to tarnish our Party ad 'the Soviet people,
will explode i their faces. ,The CPC leadership fears that
ration with our country 'nay carry as far as China the Purifying
breath of the 20th Congress ideas, which dissipated the intoleable
situat created by the Stalin Personality cult.We alio consider it hecessary to tell 'the' Plenum about the viol-

tios of the SovietCJese border, occasioned through the fault of
the Chinese side. This has already been mentioned in the documents
of the CPSU and the Soviet Government In 1962 and 196:3 violations'
of the Soviet border kept OCCUZg continuously

often assuming the
form of crude provocations

The Soviet Government has come forward with the of
holding .consultations in order to specify the border line between the
USSR and the PRC at certain points We do so in the belief that
no territorial issues exist between the USSR and the PRC, that,
the SovietChinese

border took shape historically, and that the issue
can concern only

some sections of the border, to make them snore
precise wherever. neceàsary

Undermhnng the foundations of SovietCese friendship, the'CPC
leaders have organised a malicious antiSoviet propaganda campaign -

at home and abroad. The Chinese newspapers are full of' slanderous
articles which malign Soviet reality and cast foul aspersions on the
soviet people. In one PRO Government

statement the foreign policy
'of the Soviet Union is described as "a policy of

association with the
forces of waT for struggle

against the forces of peaco, association
with imperiam for struggle against socialism"All these contentions'are from beginning to end, nothing but ranting
Slander, absolutely obvious n,ot only to our' friendr but also to our
enemies The Soviet Communists, all Soviet people, reject these
brazen lies with indignation The slanderers may go abut their foul
business ,but the Soviet Union will continue to advance along the
Leninist. course as before

V
AttacJ by the CPC Leaders on the Progran of the CPSljComrades, lately the CPC leaders have spread their polemics also
to question5 concern;g the international development of the SovietUnion and other socialj countries
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They have made the Programme of the CPSU the object of their
attacks.

It is generally recognised that our Party Programme is one of the
most outstanding documenis of modern time and that -it reflects with
unusual depth and force the practice of the building of neW society
in the USSR and the fraternal countries on the .basis of the theory of
scientific communism. Defying common sense, Chinese propaganda
has, in its attacks on the Programme of the CPSIJ, gone to the length
of absurd and monstrous srander, allegiqg that it is "aimed against
the revolutions of the peoples which are still dominated by impe-
rialism and capitalism", that, it is "aimed against the completion of
the revolutions by the peoples which. have already embarked on
socialism" and, of all -things, that it is aimed at "preserving and resto-

ring capitalism" (Articles iti the Jenminjihpao and the journal
Hungchi, September 6, 1963.)

In opposing the CPSU Programme, the Chinese leaders. are trying
to discredit the theory and practice of proletarian socialism, which
has been victorious in the working class movement after a long strug-
gle against petty-bourgeois socialism, anarchism and other anti-scien-
tific doctrines. .Whether they admit it or not, the leaders of the CPC
are reviving 'the conceptions of pettybourgeois socialism and trying
to criticise the international experience of the-building of new society
from these positions.

The Chinese leaders are attacking the CPSU because it is pursuing
a policy of'improying the people's standard of living. They say that
the improvement of the living standard is making Soviet people "go
bourgeois", and that the principle of material incentives "results in
people seeking personal gain and enrichment, inducing the itch for
profit and a growth of bourgeois individualism, and injuring socialist
economics.., even corrupting it" (ienminjihpao, December-26, 1963).

Is there not deep-seated contempt for the vital requirements of
men, for the principles and ideals of socialist society, behind these
strident contentions?

It may be recalled what great importance Lenin attached to the -
principles of ,socialist distribution -according to labour, to material in-
centives for the de'.elopment of social production. He taught us that
new society should not be built by enthusiasm alone, but with the
help of enthusiasm roused by the great revolution, -by a personal inte-
rest, by incentives, on a cost-accounting basis.

The Chinese leaders ferociously attack the conclusions in the Pro-
gramme of the CPSU concerning the political organisation of socialist
society as it advances to Communism, They maintain that the pro-
positions of the Programme of the CPSU on the state of the whole
people and the party of the whole people' substitute bourgeois thee-
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ries for the Marxist-Leninist teaching on the state, that they are
tantamount to a disarmament of the working class.

The Chinese leaders do not even try to analyse the actual processes
operating in the socialist countries. Instead; 'they juggle with quota.
tions snatched Out of context from the works of the Marxist-Leninist
classics; and interpret them incorrectly. They try to impose quasi-
theoretical discussions on the world commuxiist movement concern-
ing matters that have long since been. settled by the classics of
Marxism-Leninism. . .

One of these issues concerns their dogmatic contentions about the
dictatorship of the proletariat. The Chinese leaders maintain stub-
bornly that.the dictatorship of the proletariat should be preserved
"until the enjry into the' highest phase of communist society". In
doing so they refer to a quotation from Karl Marx, which says that
"between the capitalist and communist society lies a period of the
revolutionary transformation of the first into the second. This period
conforms also with the political transitional period, and the state of.
this period cannot- be anything but a-revolutionary dictatorship of
the proletariat." (K. Marx and, F. Engels, Works, 2nd ed. Vol. 19,
p. 27, Russ. ed.) -

This quotation, snatched out of the cOntext of Marx's exposition,
is being exploited as the theoretical basis for "the criticism" of the
Programme of the CPSU. -

But the Chinese leaders have clipped Marx's exposition, and do
not quote the next two lines from the same work by Marx, which says
with regard to the Gotha Programme: "But the programme does not
concern itself with either this last (that is, the dictatorship of the
proletariat_-M.S.) or the future statehood in communist society". Ac-
cording to the logic of the Chinese. theorists, Marx should be declared
an anti-Marxist for saying this, Indeed, the Chinese theorists proceed
from what they call Marxist 'ideas- to say that "the withering away of
the state of the -dictathrship of the proletariat is also the withering
away of the state". Yet Marx speaks abOut the "statehood in corn-
munist society", which is no' longer a dictatorship of the proletariat.

That is just -the point. When speaking of the transitional period
from capitalism to communism, Marx has in mind the first phase of
communism, that is, socialism.

Surely, the Chinese leaders know that Marx and-Engels have spoken.
more than once about the two phases of communism and about the
dictatorship of the proletariat being a state of the transitional period,
whose aimthe building of socialismis the aim of tha first phase of
communism. Pointing to the inevitably long and persistent struggle
for the socialist re-arrangement, of society, Lenin wrote' about "a
whole period of dictatorship by the proletariat as a period of transi-
tion from capitalism to socialism". (Works, Vol. 29, p. 358, Russ. ed.) -
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The Peking theorists go out of their way to hush up the proposition
emphasised by Lenin. Whst he said was that the dictatorship of the'

:1

i
role hinges both on-its economic position, on the fact that it is

proletariat was necessary 'for the purpose of the final' building and
connected directly with the highest form of socialist property,
and on the fact that it possesses the greatest steeling, acquiredconsolidation of socialism" (Vol. 29, P. 351, Russ. ed.), and that,

once the danger that capitalist relations may be restored disappears,
",t through decades of class struggle and by revolutionary experi-

there comes "an end to the dictatorship of the proletariat". (Vol. 33,
ence.

p. 75, Russ. Ed.), Aji these propositions of the CPSU Programme are not, -by any
That was how Vladimir Lenm put it.

:

means of theoretical importance alone. They define the practical
The facts have completely confirmed that Lenin's propositions were

policy of our Pary the policy of drawing the whole people into
'ofcorrect. If the Chinese leaders had really been concerned about the

.,!
',

the administration the afairs of society, of increasing the
truth, they could have turned to our every4ay practice and seen
how the economic basis and social structure of Soviet society have

people's activity in the building of communism, of extending
socialist democracy. Yet the Chinese leaders ignore Lenin's' pro-

"socialismchanged. Lenin considered that the suppression of the overthrown cept that is imp.ãssible without democracy". (Vol. 23,
exploiting classes was the most important feature of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. Socialist society in the USSR, as we know, long

i

p. 62 Russ. ed.) It is indicative that there is not the slightest
menti'on of socialist democracy and the need to develop it while

since consists of friendly classesthe workers and peasants, and the advancing to communism, in the Letter of the CC CPC of June
j 1963 and in the other statements of the Chinese leadership.

monbsicPinterestsPbOS Marxt-Leninistiologyand-b1' their Does idealisatiori of methods of violence and suppression dut--
identical goalthe building of communism.

-.
ing the entire period of transition from capitalism tocommumsm.

.

Against whom do the Chinese theonsts suggest that we enforce have an thing in common with the -Marxist-Leninist approac
dictatorship? What are they leading up to and how to interpret
their demand that the CPSU should carry through a "policy lass

-', to the matter.
While that the haveof

struggle" inside the country?
- noting proletariat could not won wit -

out employing revolutionary violence against the landed propri-
All f he h th th .-o us ow w at e eory put forward by Stalin about the . - i etors and capitalists, Lenin wrote that revolutionary violence

inevitable aggravation of. class struggle as the successes of socialist, was a necessary and lawful method of revolution only in certain
construction accumuJate has caused. It may be recalled, that this
uleory serveu as a vindication for gross violations

eriods of its development and only in certain and special cir-
umstanées while organisation of tEe proletarian masses, orga-of socialist legality.The CPSU has put an end to it and will never allow anything like nisation -of 'the working 'people was and remains a much more

of strgtheing the alliaice between'
-t

,

deep-rooted permanent.:feature'of this revolution and the requi-
sitefor its 4.rictories." (Vol. 29,p. 70, Russ. ed.)

sants, of uniting' all working people in a single collective of-buildersof communism. The Chinese theorists maintain.

The ideas of a state of the whole people and the party of thewhole people are not the fruit of arm-chair
'.

"Everyone who has an elementary knowledge of Marxism-
Leninism knows that the so-called 'state of he whole people is

rumination. They' ,were generated by reality and reflect the high maturity which 't
no novelty. Representatives of the bourgeoisie always call the
bourgeois state 'a state of the whole people' or a state of peoplesocial relations have attained in the USSR. In view of the fact 'that the exploiting classes have long since been abolished 'in the
power'."

USSR, the Soviet state, having lost the character of a body sup
A strong argument no'doubt! To follow- this train of thought,

pressing the overthrown exploiters, now expresses the inteesand the will of the whole people, while the of the

the Communists would also have to abandon the realisation of
such slogans as freedom, equality, fraternity and. democracy for

'inparty workingclass has 'become a party of the whole people.
- the sole reason that they were put forward the bourgeois

'debased.

After the complete and final victory of socialism he working .class no longer effects its guiding role through the dictatorship

revolution and subsequently perverted and by the bour-
geoisie on coming to power. We, on the contrary, think that the

''-ofof the proletariat. It remains the foremost class of society alsoin the period of full-scale communist construction.
;

true meaning these slogans should be revived, that these
slogans should 'be carried into practice, and that this is possible

'socialismIts advanced only under and cOmmunism.

-

.'
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compiete victory of communjm they pay, then the. Party can-

So much for the conception of the state of the whole people.
not be of the whole people either. That is the only argument

K When Lassalle spoke of such a state, or when imperialist
they make

ideolosts speak of it today, the Marxists ay rightly that the
The worngcass pty, without which the dictatorship of

theory is nothing but deception of the people. For, what these-
that class is impracticable, retains its proletarian class character,

people have in mind is a state of the whole people in ciass
1 both formally and in substance until the final victory of socia-

society, while such a state cannot est in a society Split into
lism. That is an indisputable fact.

hostile classes. A state thot develops out of the dictatorship of
But it is also indisputable that as a political organisation the

the proletariat, that has completed its historic mission of socialist
Party also reflects the thange occurring in the class structure

construction. within the country is an entirely different matter.
of society. The CPSU has stressed in its Programme that until

Such a state can be nothing but a body expressing te terests l
the complete victory of Communism the working class remains

and the will of the whole people.
the -leading force of Soviet society. the period of full-scale

The Soviet state of the whole people, in which the working
conimunjt construction, too, the Party is the spokesman of

class retains its guiding role, is continuing the cause begun uy

communist ideals, the goals of the working class, and of its basic

the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. it performs iaitu-
interests. At the same time, it becomes a party of the whole

fully its internationalist duty to the international- working class
people. This does not happen just because someone wishes it

and all the peoples of the world. The state of the whole people
subjectively but because the workingclass goals and ideals be-

struggles Consistently against imperialism. it ensures re a

come the goals and ideals of all the classes and strata of the

the defences of its country and contributes to the defence of tue
people that have built socialim,

whole socialist camp. It develops fraternal co-operation with the
While attacking the propositions of the CPSU Prograrune

socialist countries.

concerning -the historic fate of the dictatorship of the proletariat
It is tical of the methods of the Chinese leaders in the pol

and the nature of the state and workingclass party in the Soviet
mics to falsely depict the conclusion drawn in the Program0 of

Union, the Chinese theorists ignore the new phenomena of social

the CPSU about the grong overof the dictatorship of the prolo-
life and refuse stubbornly to see that the new conclusions and

tariat into a state of the whole people - under certain historical
popo5itions of the CPSU Program0 were not framed arbitra -

conditions as a rejectiOn of the dictatorship of the Proletariat ID
riJy, and that they expres what has become part of life. Ac

the period of socialist constructio The Chinese theorists have
they attack the coume charted by-the 20th and 22nd Congresses

gone to the .lenh of saying that the SU has "completely
of th CPSU, they go to the lenh of questioning the very right

flung overboard the qutessence of MamLenimthe
-

of our Party nd people to build communism
teaching of the dictatorship of the proletariat".

The ansitjon of a society that has built socialism to the full-
That is a dMy and shameless lie! For, it is scribed in the Pro-.

- cale building of communjs is a historically inevitable and ob-

grne of the CPSU in so many words that "Soviet eerience
jectively necessary proàess. It is a vital task for the Soviet peo-

has shown that the peoples can achieve socialism only as a
ple,a task put forward by life. We have all the necessa econo-

result of the socialist revolution and the establishment of the
inic, political and other resources built up, thanks to the victory

dictatorship of the proletariat."
- of. the socialist system, for its practical implementation To

The Chinese leaders do not bother to examine the matter ill
obstruct this process is to try and stop social progress. The facts

substance and also attempt to malign the, conclusion of the
have confirmed over and over again that attempts to by-pass

Programme of the CPSU on the transformation of the Commu-
- historically inevitable stages in social development and attempts

fist Party of the working class in our country into a party
to retard and slow doi social development are equally ong

the whole people. They describe this conclusion as an "organs- d han.sational and moral disarmament of the proletariat", and even as
They in Peking are evidently so badly

blinded1 by the fac-
a "service to the restoration of capitalism".

tional struggle 'that they have, in the beat of the fray, uncon-
Have the Chinese leaders at all t-rie to substantiate their

sciously come into coict with themselves. Just a few years
monstrous accusations against the Party that head the building

ago, while Proclaiming the "big leap!' and "people's communes"
of communism? Nothing of the sort! They have merely, without-

. policy, the CC CPC maintained that "apparently, the realisation -

reason and argument, hitched tbis question to, the question of
of communism in our country is not something remote". (Deci-

the state. If the state cannot be of the whole- people until the
- 52 -
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sion of the CC CPC, Aut 29, 1958). Cnsequently at thattime the Chinese leaders thought it jquite Possible to go over tocommunist constrlon in their Own country, although thebuilding of Socialism was then only beginning in China. Yet to-day they question communist construction in the USSR, wherethe final and complete victory of socialism has been achieved.How can one fail to see the
j

fact that the luilding of COnlmU..nism in countries that have built socialisminterests accords with theof the peoples of all the socialist countries all therevolutionary forces of our time? rs it not clear that it addsimmensely to socialism's force of attraction, that it adds to theeconoc and defensive potential of the socialist camp, and thatit creates increasingly
favourable opportimjties for,greater effec-tive ecQnomic, technical, cultural and other assistance and sup-port with regard to all the peoples fighting fortruction, socialist cons-for national independence and peace, against imperia-lism.

How can it be denied that the country marching first to corn-!nunism is making the advance to commurjsrn 11easier and quickerfor the world socialist system as a whole, since its peoples arebreaking untrodden paths for all mankind, checking howthey correctare by their own experience, revealing the difficulties,iinding means of combating them, and picking the best formsand methods, of communist construction it is this course thatwe consider correct, because it is the only course along whichthe peoples of the socialist countries can render the most ell'ec-tive support to the working peoples' struggle against imperia-lism, while cementing the unity and might of the socialist corn-rnunity, and carrying into practice the communist ideals.The Chinese leaders are attacking our Party for having worked-out a scientifically reasoned :plan of communist construction, forlaying the accent in the creative activities of the whole Sovietpeople on the building of the material' and technical basis ofcommunism, and for showing constant care for the 'improvementof the living and cultural standards of 11 -

If the Chinese
leaders want to 'impose their practice on us as

a "universal truth" if they want us to accept for a "model" a
society in which violence is idealised and democni restncte
in which the Personality cult thrives and care for the working
people is neg1ec we will say bluntly: such a "Universal- truth" and such

a "model" do not suit the Soviet people, and,
we are sure, will not suit other peoples either.Socia1rn and communism, which bring peace, work,, freedom,
equality fraternity and happiness for ll the peoples have alway5
been the goal of the comjnunjst movement, and will remain so
We follow the theory and practice of scientific communism We
are marching and will always match along the road shown us
by Mariç, Engles and Lenin.The Chinese leaders have 'embarked an the da1gerous course
of underning

Sovie1.Chinese -friendthi and, naturally we
deiiounce their wrong actions most strongly; The present attitude
of the Chinese

leaders is having an Unfi,vourable effect on the
whole socialist camp and on the conlinuflist

movement it is
'doing great harm to China as well.Concerning the CPS and the Soviet Union, we remain true
to the principles of Marxism..Lenii and will- undeviatjng
perform our internaonalist duty We have taken and will con-
tinue to take

all the necessary
measures aimed at normalisingSovietChthese relations and strengtheg

the friendship of our
peoples

The Communist Party of the SQvjet Union will continue to
work for the normalisation of the situation and for strengtheningof friendship between the CPS and the Communist Party of
China. Our Party is deeply convinced that this friendship will
exist, grow and flourish

VI,
The Splitting Activities of the'Chjnese Leaders Within theWotld Communist 'Movpn,.'uUnry. '.Lfla is tr I peop1 in th Ththe chinese leaders' YotFous and Strange it appears that teirele1 hav lately' steppedt ,at their practice of building new so

a sm and communism, fist movement ac xvities aimed at splitti up Very noticeably
from the Marxist_Leninist theory of y, are very far removed These activitie a wel! as a number of Mai

the wo,rll Commu_
ther Marx- nor Lenin had anvwi,. cieflufic communism. Nei- loping on 1r,s have acauiri *e1mst parties.'
rae rockbottom tasks of socialist remotely hinted 'that and ae un iront they have bec

'eu 9iaracter; deve-
by the method of "leaps" and cava1 tion may be realised have turne trdented as to the methods me Particularly subtle
degree to which the socioeconornic azi' cuarges, overlooking the Communist 0contro.versy

started by the
U. T.he.CPC leaders

advance have tured and ignoring thetf li against fraternal et0 a Weapon of direct POlthar
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The Chinese leaders have apparently decided to carry throughto theend their subversive activity against the-Leninist unityof the world Communist movement. In recent days they haveopenly alleged a split, to have become "inevitable". In otherwords, they have now fully revealed, their real aims, which theyhave had in view for a number of years with regard to theworld Communist movement.
The Chinese leaders have pushed their factional struggle to apoint where they are severing relations with certain Marxj..Leninist parties, which they arbitrarily describe as "non-exjs-tent", while acknowledging as "parties" the little groups ofsplitters they have formed. They have announced for all to hearthat they support the factional groups -of splitters which theythemselves have set up in a number of countries to fight theMarxist-Leninist parties. In other words, the CPC- leaders haveopenly assumed the responsibility for the infamous activities ofall those groups and for their struggle against fraternal parties.The CPC leadership is plainly out to form under its own aegisa sort of separate international bloc and to set it up against theworld comnitmist. movement as an instrument of intensifyingthe struggle against this movement.

The Chinese representatives on international democratic asso-ciations have greatly increased their splitting activity and haveopenly set out to create separate organisations and disrupt thelinks between the progressive, democratic forces of differentcountries and different areas of the globe.
The result is that although the Chinese leaders still utter' oncein a while, hypocritical phrases about unity and solidarity, alltheir practical steps are in fact aimed at shaking and splittingthe world Communist movement. Today the policy and activityof the Chinese leaders are the main danger to the unity of theworld Communist movement.
It is in this light that we should appraise the publicationin thetwo organs of the cc CPC, Jenminjihpao and Hungchj, on Feb..ruary 4th last,, of a factional article .directed against the CPSUand the world Communist movement as a whole, an articlewhich is a kind of platform for splitting the revolutionarymovement of the working class.

-

In that article the Chinese leaders allege that the developmentof the Communist movement proceeds according to the formula:"Unitystruggle, or even a spilta new unity on a new basis."In doing so, they refer to the laws of dialectics. But any Marxist-Leninist will see that these so-called dialectics are no more than.a fresh attempt to mask a splitting policy with pseudo-theoreticalth1
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Who can speak of an "inevitable" split today? Only those whoare breaking with Marxism..Leism with the principles 'ofproletarian internationalism By contrast, those who have theof the great cause of the international
working class atheart see no objective reasons for a split in the Presentdayconunist'movement They have a political line tested by theexperience pf struggle over a long period, a line which hasbrought the working class and tie socialist cause such Outstand..ing victories and which enjoys tremendous prestike among thepeople.

What would a split in the world Commust movement meanin presentday conditions? In our day, such a split would in-evitably lead to undermining the unity of the main forces ofthe world anti_imperialist front_the' socialist community the-international workingcla movement, the national -liberationmovement, end the general democratic
movement of the peoples.All that would oni benefit the aggresv forces of imperialismand would make it easier for -them to attack the Pásitions of the-_ world_wide liberation movement. Obviously,

anyone who seeksa split is assuming
tremendous histOrical responsibmty

- Ever since the world Communist movemnt came into beingthe reactionaries all over the , world have been making
frantic

- efforts to split its ranks. Today the Chinese leaders are tryingaboUtto
achieve what imperialist reaction has been unable to bringe .

I In the light of the present splitting activities of the' Chin esO
- leaders, it is now clearer than ever why, at the Meeting of l96,-1 the CPC delegates insisted so vehemently on excluding frOm the-j Statement the passage regarding the impernJssibility of factio-nal activity within the world Communist movement. At thattime the fraternal parties unanimously rejected that attempt ofthe Chinese delegation.. The Meeting of 1960 said in its State-ment that one of the necessary conditions -for. the Communists

-

- achieving their goals is the prevenfion of all actions likely toundermine the unity of the world corn nunjst movementShortly after the Meeting the Chinese leaders violated thatcom which they had made together with the otherfraternaj parties. They even tried_specfficafly
in the article"Workers of All Countries Unite! Fight Against Our CommonEnemy!" - (December 1962)to put on a "theoretical' basis theirrefusal to carry out a common decisio They- put forward theconcept of "majority and minority", which claims that the lnino..rity has a right not to eemply with

collectively adopted decisionsand to combat the common line approved. This is nothing but a
57
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revision of the fundamental organisational principle of Leninism,
for Lenin taught that "only the submissionof the minority to the

=majority can be a principle of the working-class movement
(Coil. Works, Vol. 20, p. 354, Russ. ed.).

The majority to which the Peking leaders are now opposed is
a majority comprising Communist parties that have brought theworking class of their countries to power and are achieving
epoch-making victories for socialism. It is a majority which in-
cludes Communist Parties of every single continent and is march-ing in the van of the revolutionary struggle.

The Chinese -leadrs are so blinded by their factionalism that
they- do nof hesitate to describe the Marxist-Leninist parties as
neither more nor less than a "fictitious" majority.

That device is-by no means new. It was first used by splitters
against Lenin; they declared boastfully that some day the majority

- would follow their lead and then they would recognise its will.Lenin wrote about such people that they "recognise the will ofthe majority of the class-conscious workers not at the present -time but in the future, in that, and only in that, future whenthe workers will agree with themthe liquidators, P'lekhanovand Trotsky" (Coil. Works, Vol. 20, p. 451, Russ.. ed.).
It follows that splitters at all times, resort to the same kindof strategems in opposing the will of the majority.
Lately, in fighting against the principle of submission of theminority to the majority, the CPC leaders hate been the first

among the opportunists and Splitters, whom tile world comrnu-fist movement has ever encountered, to put forward the thesisthat the existence of several Communist Parties in one and thesame country is a "legitimate" thing. From what they saythese parties should fight not only against the enemies of theworking class, but among themselves. There is no need here torefute this thoroughly harmful concept at great length, for, every
politically-conscious worker realises that the unity-of the classinterests and will of the proletariat, and its ideology and class
organisation are embodied in a single and solidly united Marxist-Leninist party. Still, it is worth pointing out once again thetwists to which the present-day splitters have recourse to bringconfusion into the working class movement- and - undermineCommunist- unity.

With that aim in view, they use a patently fraudulent device,by deliberately misinterpreting Lenin's statements. Here is atypical example.
In his well known work "Violation of Unity Under Cover otCries for Unity," Lenin condemns Trotsky's splitting activities,
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exposes his caluinn against the Bolshevik Party and his attempt
to disorganise the workers'. movement with his propaganda of
insubordination of the minority to the will of the majority of
workers. Lenin wrote: "Where the majority of class conscious
workers have rallied to precise and definite decisions, there is
unity of opinion and action there is Party spirit and a Party..
Now by trying to persuade the workers not to carry out the
decisions of tl3at 'whole' which is recognised by the Marxists-
Pravdaists, Trotsky is trying to disrupt the movenleñt ançl cause
a split." Lenin- regarded Trotsky's activities as "splitting acti-
vity, in the sense that it is a most impudent violation of the
will of the majority of the workers." (Coil. Works. Vol. 20
pp. 310, 312).

The authors of the article published in Jenminjihpão and Hun.
4

gchi on February 4, 1964, cite Lenin's article pervert- .

ing the position of Lenin who always emphasized that the gene-
ral proletarian discipline should be obligatory for all and de-
manded that the minority shOuld subordinate to the will of the .

majority of workers. Trying to disorganize the Communist Par-
ties, the Chinese splitters went as far as ati outright forgery.

Furthermore, the Chinese leaders obscure so obvious a point
as the necessity for a definite international discipline within the
Communist movement.. They contend that such a discipline is
out of the question since we no longer have a .centraiised orga-
nisation of the Comintern type. ;

But that is a statement by which the CPC leaders betray them-
selves, probably unwittingly.. They do not realise that internatio- -

xml Communist discipline In the present conditions does not imply
-the execution of orders giveii by someone on top, but the assump- .

tion by the Communist Partiesof their own free will and frm
a keen awareness of their internationalist duty..-of definite obli-
gations towards the world Communist movement as a whole and,
tOwards one another, as well as the consistent fulfilment of these 4obligations. This is what prompted the fraternal parties when, in
1960, t-hey pledged themselves in their -Statement to adhere
strictly to the following principles: to cherish party unity as the
appleof their eye; to abide in a spirit of solidarity by the jointly . 3
formulated appraisals and conclusions regarding the common 4
tasks to be carried out in the struggle against imperialism for
peace, democracy and socialism; to prevent all actions likely to
-undermine the unity of the world Communist movement; to
support one another and respect the independence and equality
of all the Marxist-Leninist. parties.

Consistent adherence to the collectively expressed will of the -

world Communist movement is an -indication of the Marxist
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maturity of the party concerned, of its internationali for
Marx sm-i lnima axid internatiosm are inseparableThe Chinese leadera' statements on this- point are apparentlyinfluenced by their general view on discipline whjh they regard
not as politicaflyoflsciou

fulfilment of its duty by every con-tingent of the great alliance of like-minded Communist5 butmerely as ComPulsory execution of orders. They are evidentlyinfluenced by a practice wbjth is so characteristic of the Cpcleaders.
But how foreign that is to the Marxist_Lej

spirit! Lenin,speakjg of the Russian BoJshej
wrote: "We are proud of the

fact that we decide the great questions of the workers' struggle
for their emancipation in accordance with the discipline of theinternational revolutiOna. proletariat with due regard to theexperience of the workers of different

countries, to their know-
ledge and will, and in this way achieve_in deeds, and not inwords as in the case of the Renners, F. Adler and Otto Ban-ers_..uty in the class struggle of the workers for communismthroughout the world" (Coil. Works, Vol. 31, p. 244, Russ. ed.);What the Chinese leaders are Particularly proud of today istheir complete distegard for international Communist discipline,their truly anarchist behaviour both in polemics and in theirtreatment of fraternal parties.
At present not only the

underlyissg idea Of the "theories" spread
by the Chinese leaders with a view to justifying their splittingactivities but also the main lines along Which their activities aredeveloping in practice, and their Ways and methods have be-come perfectly clear.

The CPC leaders aim their heaviest blows at the strongest andmost authoritative
Contingents of the world COmnUn1St movement,that is, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the CommunistParties of other socialist countries and the French Italian and otherparties. They are out to discredit at all costs all the genuinelyMarxist.Leninist parties, which enjoy well-earned respect in the worldcommunist movement and among the masses.The CC CPC's position on the Commuhist Parties which are wagingtheir struggles in the capitalist

countries is Particularly outrageousThe Chinese leaders flow create many additional difficulties 'for thoseparties, which have to work in difficult
conditions as it is. They dotheir best to defame the Marxist.Leninist leadership of those partiesand undermine their prestige. -They fling at -tried and tested lè'aders

of the working class such insulting
epithets as "as faint-hearted as

mice", "parrots" "doubledealers and so on.They say those things about, leaders of the parties which have setan example of heroic
struggle against fascism, which today march at
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the head of the struggle against the monopolies and constitute amajor national force. They say those things about militant, and-teemed comrades who are fighting against heavy- odds and are per-secuted. Surely one cannot but resent it when they say that the leadersof the US Communist Party "co-opte with the most reckless of theUS imperialists'., that the Chilean Communists' position "meets theobjectives .of US imperialism which wants to -maintain its rule inLatin Amenca", that the leadership of the Communist Party of Indiais no mo?è than a "clique", and so on.
An idea of what Peking means by proletatj solidarity can begained from the CC CPC's reaction to the Baath nationalists' execu-tion of Salam Adil and other leaders of the Communist Party of Iraq.In their interviews with foreign delegations, the Chinese leadersfrankly gloated over the atrocious

assassination of the Iraqi comrades.Immediately after the Baathist coup d'etat they -sought contact withthe assassins We now have evidence that the Chinese -representativesin Iraq wanted toprofit by the. fact that the Communist Party of.Iraq found itself without a leadership to form a iplitters' group there.The whOle of the Chinese propaganda machine_the New ChinaNews Agency, information centres, various bulletins, and radio have.now been turned against the MarxiStLaninist parties. The Chineseleaders have in effect opened a new ideological front against fraternalparties. Moreove -they do not mind directly borrowing any device,howeves' base, from the anti.communist
arsenal. There is, for example,the falsehood, launched by Chinese propaganda about the "baton ofMoscow" at a wave of which Communist Parties are alleged to"turn" one way or the other. This falsehood ls an affront both tothe fraternal parties which staunchly

champion the national interests -
of their peoples and to the- CPSU, to which all interference- in theinternal affairs of other parties is alien. It is nothing but a new ver-sion of that old fable of imperialist.

propaganda about the "handof Moscow". In the past it was used against Lenin and the Comintemby Right Sodal.Demormtic
leaders, Today it has become a weaponOf Peking.

A recent development,
which may be called the height of the split-ting activity of the Chinese leaders, is, their recruitment of adherentsin the ranks of fraternal parties, and the formation of factionalgroups composed of them. In its letter of June 14, 1963, the CPCleadership already threatened fraternal parties that should they rejectthe propositions of Peking,. they would be superseded by new peoplewho "are or are not-members of that party". -Facts of recent date showthat the Chinese leaders are now carrying out that threat by tryingto put the working.class

movement in some countries under all sortsof renegades, turficoats and adventur The CPO leaders are tryingto make the splitter groups they form out of those renegades their-main weapon in the struggle against the Marxist.Leninist parties.
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d s titters have been setTo date anti party groups of renegadea P Brazil Australia,from Peking,u with help and support
tries some of those grion Britain and some other COU
others comprise a few dozens

We must say plainly that there has never been anything like thatin the histo of the communistber less than ten members and soi
ss the Chinese leaders for

of eonle This does not however e utloudly and in unison pourfrom Peking, those groups s

movement It has never occued toa Communist Party to declare etched groups of splitters expelledfrom another Communist Party to be the real Partyonrders ommunlst movement and thelies and slander upon the wor
d f those groups unexpectediYMraist Leninist parties The

and to describethe real Comunist Party as a 'has been The Chinese leaders whotalk so loudly about equality and non-interference byThey found newspapesscome into possession of large
1 h 11 sorts of slanderous writingsand magazines and begin to pub isa

i

parties i oneanother S internal affairs today lay claim to the role of supremejudges in the communist movement who shall decide for the Corn
and often open s to sell Chinese propagan munist Parties concerned matters bearing on thesr internal life
stuff

the members of those groupingsThe political complexion
The splitters groups set up by Peking have no roots in the workingclass movement and in the general democratic suggle of the1 te lack of principle. These, as abespeaks the Chinese leaders

ble expelled from Commun
massesnor can they have any They are outside the world communist move-ment ad no politicaliyconsciou5eimentsrnle are opportunists unstaM ist views for factional activs1Parties for' advocating anI- a

men seeking a career,
worker will ever agree td have any-thing to do with them They have been brought into existence inan absolutely artificialor amuitious ounings infor immoral behawour, Members of anti-Party gr r

heseeathercocks" and the n e
ut o nortunust tendenQes 11

manner being a product of the splitting actsVities- of Peking. It should be noted that their rise has been very wellreceived by the ruling circlesountries have displayea rig i,ds of adventurers are actingsome c
1 with shady records and aare peop

of the capitslist countries, which seethem as a gratuitous fifth column in the workingJass movementthe United States.
' t r ouns in Ausa, Chile anu

ith fae-
in the sp it e

fraternal parties refuse to putthat
At present the CC CPC leadership is caying things further, plainlyintending tO' fo, in contrast toIt stands to reason ver thisout of theff ranks vv ene

d ational groups and throw uiem the fraternal partyha pens Peking takes

the world communist movement,a bloc of its fellow thinkers that will have it own platfo and groupdiscipline and will centre on Peking Theseethods1 ss than of "using unlawfu m tocusung it
splitter:10

plans were given awayas early as the end of 1962 by Mehmet Shehu who said that todaya bloc of parties loyal to MarxismLensmThe Chs
'courageous fighters althoug is being foed with theChinese Party leading'

d n manifestoes againstto is the iting of high-soun
e uent trips to Peking,bouls UOWnist Party concerned. They ma endthe Com long

is that bloc being set up? Anyone should realise that its aimnot to fight for the objectives
are receiyed with great pomp a here their aru-

where ey
lumnies are publisheddes ca

of the working-class movement againstimperialism, for, the very idea oI the bloc contains the seeds ofa split and, conequently,.peddling
ur raised in Peking over factionalThe meaning of th cano

recent months. The Chiiese lea ersbecome obvious in

of a weakning of the working class. Thatbloc is being set UP to fight against the Maist Leninist Partiesagainst the world communistperfectlyhas
revealed it themselves A very sho time a&o they widely adver-av

movement for the benefit of the speaalnl of the CC CPC leadership.
1 turn which called itsellet together of renegades in g

nference and passed ather more nor less than a naoac!othe Communist Party ofto re establis
'behaviour

The Chinese leaders have extended their poli of splitting theworld communist movement to the international front of the demo-forcescluculous resolution Pv of the formerTi nd'condemn the anti
p t of Belgium . AsBe.lunai Committee of the Commu(sic .

tic For several years already they have been using the congresses and conferences of peace fighters and of women 5 youth andother international associationso at fiction toe Chinese leaders they base themse
Party of Belgiumfork

the Central Committee of theee 4

for disruptive Sorties. This was the caseat the conference of te Afro-Asian. Solidarity organ isation theWomen s Congress in Moscower CC as if it were Pekingb the Pay Congress as the o
;ned that founded aelecteu he working class of the cou try

the session of the World Peace Councijin Warsaw and at other international forums Juling with revo-lutionary"'abolishedmmumst Party In the same way
communist Parties such as that

I mmittees of cessn other
phrases, the Chinese leaders try to pose on all thoseOrganisations tasks and functions alien to them to discredit and do--dare unnecessary the prinpal slogans and demands which gave riseto those democratic movements Obviously the Chinese represents

'62 sectanan position is directed towards alienating from those
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movements very large sections of the population which hold different

views and towards narrowing the mass basis of the general democratic

struggle.
Comrades, the world communist, movement has become the most

influential political force of today. In waging a grim struggle against

imperialist reaction, for the interests of the working class and all

working people, for peace, democracy, national independence and

socialism, it has made great progress,
considerably increased its mem-

bership and scored outstanding victories. The post-war perio4 has

seen the rise of dozens of new Communist Parties and today there

is not a corner on the globe where Communists are nbt spreading the

great ideas of MarxismLeflinism among the people. The past decade

has been particularly eventful for the world communist movement.

It is in this decade that the movement has, in eliminating the harmful

effects of the personality cult,
become'much more active in its creative

thought and practical work, which it has brought even closer to

reality, to the needs and expectations of the mass of the people.

Against this historical background, the harm of the splitting acti-

vities of the Chinese leaders, as well as the utter hopelessfleSs.Of their

attempts to lead world communism astray from its Leninist path and

to make it subservient to their own designs, are particularly obvious.

It would be wrong, however, to underrate the danger of the fac-

tional activities of the CC CPC. The Chinese leaders pin their hopes

on all sorts of immature and unstable elements, and also on those

whO are unaffected by the new spirit which has permeated the. com-

munist movement during the last decade, and who cling to the

practices of the- personality cult and are slaves to patterns of dog-

-matism and doctrinairism implanted by it.

The Chinese leadership's factional methods are also adopted by

all manner of renegades and turncoats, who are willing to fight against

communism under any flag.
Furthermore, the Chinese leaders clearly want to profit by the real

discontent of the people at the anti-popular, reactionary policies of

the ruling classes of the capitalist countries., In our day, when hundreds

upon hundreds of millions of people, including people who are at sea

in politics and lack experieflce are joining in an active political strug-

gle, the "ultra-Left" revolutionary phrases in 'which the Chinese

leaders couch their adventurous concepts are likely to bring a certain

response. This applies, above all, to those countries where there is

no industrial proletariat or '.where, it is small, and where petty-
bourgeois ideology exercises considerable influence., while the theoreti-

cal maturity of revolutidnarY leaders is not always up to the mark.

To disguise their anti-Leninist line and their splitting activities, the

Chinese leaders used the flag of the struggle against "modern revi-

sionism". They put the label of "revisiQnists" on the Marxist-Leninist
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Parties, while exalting themselves to the rank of the "only"
revolutionaries. They expect that tjsey can in this way mislead'people
who are unfamiliar with the true history of the struggle of the world
communist movement against Right and "Left" opportunism, and are
inclined to assimilate superficial patterns of revolutionary struggle

H' rather than to master the substance of our great doctrine.
We know well from the 'history of the communist movement that

irresponsible accusations of. revisionism' have' repeatedly been levelled
at the proponents of creative 'Marxism by all kinds of dogmatists

- . and, petty-bourgeois. revolutionaries. In' the autumn of' 1920, for
example, G. Gorter, a Dutch "Left" Communist expelled from the
Comintern,wrote.in his Open Letter to Lenin, in reply to Lenin's
book "Leftwing" Communism, an Infantile Disorder: "You and
the Third International are now doing what Social-Democrats did in
the past.... In accordance with the development of' the working-class
movement in. Western Europe, there exist two trends: radical and
opportunist. You, however, Comrade Lenin, support the opportunist
trend,,.. From a Marxist leader you are tuoning into an opportunist
leader." ,

How many. people recall today those wretched sallies against the
greatest revolutionary in world history?

The methods used by the Chinese splitters. annot deceive the
::s Marxists-Leninists of the world. The absolute majority of these parties

has openly condemned the anti-Leninist, adventurous policy of the
leaders of the CC CPC. Numerous documents, statements by promi-

.: nent leaders of' the world communist movement, and the Party press
have strongly criticised the harmful propositions - and factional, dis-
ruptive actions of the Chinese' lëaders.All this means that, taken' as a
whole, the world Communist movement today adheres to the only
position that is correct, namely, the Marxist-Leninist' position.

Our Party, which was' reared by Lenin, -will co,ntinue, together with
the other fraternal 'parties, to fight unrelentingly against all opportun-.
ist. actions both from the right and from 'the "left", for the unity of
the fraternal parties and all the conçingents of the world revolutionary

H movement, and for the purity of the victorious' Marxist-Leninist
doctrine.

VII
':- '. The Danger of the Petty-Bourgeois, Nationalist,

Neo-Trotskyist Deviation
Soviet Communists, as all other Marxists-Leninists in the world,

cannot limit themselves to a criticism and political assessment of the
'1 erroneous, anti-Leninist views of the CPC leadership. Each of us

inevitably asks the question: How has it happened that the Ieaçlers
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of a party like the CPC, which has considerable experience of revo-
- lutionary struggle and of building a nw. society, have taken the road

of struggle against the world -communist movement? Who are we
dealióg with in the person of. the CPC leadership?

The experience of our Prty and of the whole international work-
ing-class movement shows that cm many occas,ions Leninism had come
to grips with views and propositions such as are now being trumpet-
ed by the Chinese leadership. Naturally, the present advocates of
these views do not simply repeat what their predecessors said. They-
adapt old ideas to new conditions and to their own requirements.

Lenin, as we know, pointed out that Bolshevism grew, gainea
strength -and became steeled chiefly in the struggl& auainst Right-
wing opportunism. "This was," he wrote, "naturally, be principal
enemy of Bolshevism within the workiiig-class movemene'. At the
same time he emphasised the importance of another aspect of the
experience of Bolshevism, about which, he noted, much too -little was,
known abroad. "Bolshevism," he wrote in "Left"-Wing Communism,
an Isifantile Disorder, "grew up, took shape and became steeled in
a drawn-out struggle against petty-bourgeois revolutionism, which
smacks of anarchism or borrows something from it, which departs in
all essentials from the conditions and requirements of a consistent
proletarian class stniggle" (Coil. Works', Vol. 31. pp. 15-16).

it is noteworthy that the Chinese leaders, who relevantly and irre-
-levantly love to refer to examples of past ideological differences and
draw historical parallels, pass over in complete silence this aspect
of Bolshevik experience. That is not accidental, for, each word that
Lenin directed against representatives of petty-bourgeois revolution-
ism, or, as he ironically called it, petty-bourgeois "revolutionarism",
is directed at the present ideological and political concepts and pro.
positions of the CPC leadership. - -

An all sided characterisation is given of petty-bourgeois revolution-
ism in Lenin's numerous works, in the decisions of our Party and in
the documents of the Communist International. Lenin saw its sources
in the special position of the petty proprietor, who easily ges over to
extreme revolutionism" but is unable to display self-control, organi-

sation, discipline: and staunchness and is inclined tO dash from one
extreme to another. -

Everybody knows of the struggle Bolshevism waged against the
Socialist-Revolutionaries, a party "which more- than any other," as
Lenin noted, "showed a tendency to go over to petty-bourgeois revo-
lutionism" (Coil. Works', Vol. 31, p. 16). We cannot help- but recall
that the Socialist-Revolutionaries rejected the- idea that the working
class plays the leading role and tried to prove that the peasant move-
snent is the really socialist movement
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From time to time, particularly during sharp turns in Eistáry,petty-bourgeois vacillation made itself felt in the 'ranks of the pro-
- letarian parties as well. Lenin repeatedly- pointed out that the P°-J letariat was not insured against the penetration of petty-bourgeoisideology and prejudices into its ranks. Joining the proletarian partiesthe best of the petty-bourgeois revolutionaries re-educate-theelves,seriously study Marxism and in the end become:true revolutionaries.

Others are either too slow or unable to adopt anything from the pro-letarian party "except a few words and 'striking' slogans learnt byrote .... (Coil. Works, Vol. [6, pp. 44-45).
Our Party had to combat "leftist" petty-bourgeois' vacillation, most-of all after power was seized, during the early years of the develop-inent of the Soviet state. We know the relentless struggle thatLenin waged against "Left-wing Cominunjsts'ç the "workers' opposi-tion", Trotskyism and the 'ultra-leftist' trend in the then young corn-snunist movement.

Allow me to 'remind you of the struggle against "Left-wing Corn-:i snunists" in the period the Brest Peace was concluded, when they at-- tempted to foist upon the Soviet Republic the, disastrous adventuthttactics of a "revolutionary war". Lenin held that despite their cIa-
'1

.i mourous revolutionary verbiage, the "Left-wing Communists" based'their views on stark pessimism and utter desperation (Coil. Works,Vol. 27, p. 51, Russ. ed.). As regards' the objective 'role played byj the 'left-wing Communists" at that time, Lenin, 'addiessing them,said bluntly: "By your objective role you are the weapon of impe-rialist provocation. While your subjective 'psychology' is that of an':1 infuriated petty bourgeois who swagers .and boasts and yet is fullyaware that the proletariat is right... (Coil. Works, Vol. 27, p. 297,.Russ. ed.). -

- In the situation that has now arisen in the international communistmovement special mention must be made of the acute struggl&thatI our Party waged against Trotskyism. Trotskyisn was a clearly ex-j prssed petty-bourgeois deviation. It gave itself out- as being more,' "1eftis" as a more "revolutionary" trend than Bolshevism. Whiledeclaring themselves the "true" champions of the world revolution,Trotsky and his supporters in actual fact opposed Leninism, More-over, Trotskyisrn embodied a renunciation of-the Bolshevik Party, ofthe unity of its ranks. Factionalism comprised the "soul" of Trotsky-isrn. The Trotskyites joined hands not only with the small factionalgroups within the Comintem but also-with organisations, groups andinthvidua that had never belonged to Communist Parties and alsowith enemies and traitors expelled from their ranks
Do we have to recall all these facts? Yes, comrades, we have to, inorder to take into account the lessons of past struggles against,- Leninism.
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ist countries and the national liberation struggle of the peoplesuth full consideration for Lenin s theory of the revolution being the
Do the Chinése theoreticians' present concep not remind us of

result of the agavation of internal clas contradletious in each
nianyof the -ideas of the petty-bourgeois trends that were crushed by :-

countryLemnism long ago? Only a petty bourgeois ultra revolutionag
The kinship with Trotskyism is no less striking also in the Chinese

regard the policy of peacfu1 co estence beeen states Wi
theses on the danger of bourgeois degeneration in the socialist

ferent social systems as a renunciation of the sggle against un
countries In reply to these fabrications we can say that they are not

a rejection of the revolution He alone welcomes the
new that our Party has heard them before They are a repetition

thesis of the revolutionary war being the 1as desive means of
under new conditions of the Trotsite slander about the "degenera

putting an end to the contra&con beeen vo soal systems. Only
of the USSR into a 'hermjdor" state.

a petty bourgeois "super revolutionary can demand that revolution
Besides do we not find features of Trotskyism in the Chinese con-

be started at ce and evevhere wthout in 0

cepts which exaggerate-the role f force, of coercion in the revolutiop

concrete conditions and the balance or rorces. o o y excep us
d l;I f J. p

can oppose the utilisation of the peaceful road of revolution because
-, an in ie Ui g 0 soci mhis only criterion of revolutionism" is the use of force regardless of

Furthermore compare the views of the CPC leaders with the
whether cfrcumstances requfre it or not.

ideas of modern Trotsism. Perhaps some people might think that-. th Ch the Chinese theory about the regions of Asia, Africa and Latin Âme-
It is qmte understandable that having steered this course,

rica being the "main zone of the storms of the world revolution' is
nese leaders have naturally me dos to borrowing many 0

new. No, it is almost a literal repetition of one of the basic theses of
ideas and concepts from the ideolocal arsenal of Trotsosm in e

present Trotsjsm The decisions of the so-called Fourth (Trotskst)
same way as they have inherited from if their factiona

International contain the words As a result of the successive

methods of struggle against MaistLenimst Parties
defea of the o major revolutionary waves in 191923 and 1943

Yes comrades it must be said openly that the ene range of the
and the weaker wave of 19347 the focus of the world revolution Jias

CPC leadership's theoretical and political views are izi many ways
for the present shifted to the colonial world." -

a rehash of Trotssm, which has long ago been throw overboard
That is the source of the Chinese leadershi's ofiticaI wisdom.

by the international revolutionary movement..

in the sings of modern Trotes one can find other "Ultra".
What in actual fact are the views of the Chinese leaders on the

revolutionary pErases which are almost word for word reproduced

questions of war and peace? Nothing but a repetition under new
by the Chinese press and ven out as so-called "revolutionary

prim-

conditions of the -Trotskte slogan of neither war nor peace.
1 ciples". Peacejl vostence of counet with different social

Or take the CC CPC active opposition to economic
systems the Trotsotes vocerate "is not only impossible but also

LI competition with capitalism Is there anything new in it? No it is
harmful to the working class of all counthes because it helps to

merely a repetition of the Trotskyite line of rejecting peaceful econo
strengthen the positions of capitalism and weakens the positions of

mic development and going over to the tactics of revolutionary
socialissu They boasifully declare that only the person who is fear

war of "pushing on the world revolution by armed force
lessly prepared to face the consequences of the nuclear war bern

Eve'body lmows that such wa the real meaning behind the
.: hatched by capitalism can be considered a e revolutionary" an

Trotskyite theory of "permanent revolution". The struggle against
- : so on and so forth.Trotssn3 on this issue was of historic significance. The destiny of

j After this is it surising that in addressing the CPC leaders the
the world's first Land of Socialism, the destiny of the en&e. world

ringleaders of modern Trots,ism say to them (as was said last July
revolutiona movement depended on the outcome of this struggle

by Posadas one of the leaders of Trokysm in Latin America)
What would have happened if our Party adopted that line? -It would - . "Chinese Comrades, you have no right to maintain that all the que
have found itself helpless in.the face of world imperialism and would tions you are putting foard as revolutionary conclusions are the
have fallen easy prey to it in the event of an armed attack

result of solely your theoretical and political works They are the
Frankly speaking the Chinese leaders are now foisting on us a conclusions of the Fourth Internationaldispute over the same question of whether to take the road of "re- I Small wonder that the Trotspjtes openly link up their hopes for a

volutiona" adventures or to adhere to the Leninist policy of streng.
. revival of their long-withered movement with the present political

thening the economic and political might of the world system ofsocialism and developing the revolutionary movement in the capital-
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line of the Chinese leadership. "The politicil stand taken by the
Communist Party of China," states the so-called "Manifesto' of the
sixth congress of their "International", "indicates tremendous possibi-
lities, which open a field of activity that Trotskyism never had
bef ore."

The Chinese leaders pretend they do not notice all this. They have
.evidently reasoned along the following lines: "Present-day Trotskyssm
is a little-known trend and we can implement its ideas by giving
them a 'Sinofied' form". But you cannot hide a cat in a bag. No
matter how the Chinese leadership strives to conceal the real source
of their ideas they cannot hide the. coincidence of their views with
those of old and modem Trotskyism.

Like the Trotskyites, the Chinese leaders are demanding freedom
for factions and groupings in the communist movement and using
their methods for subversive activity in the movement. Does anyone
think we cannot recognise in the malicious personal attacks of Chinese
propaganda against leaders of the CPSU and the Communist Parties
-of France, Italy, the USA, India and other countries, the familiar
method" of the TrOtskyites who dreamed of finding ways of casting

still more vicious slander at popular leaders of the working class?
The modem Trotskyites do not hide their jubiliation over these

actions of the CPC leaders. In a statement published in Paris at the
close of last year, the joint secretariat of the Trotskyite "international"
assured the Chinese leaders that it "would support them" in the
struggle against the CPSU and also against the Indian,. US, French,
Italian and other Communist Parties. At a meeting in the summer
-of 1963 the Executive Committee of this "International" issued a spe-
cial resolution approving the "historical mission of joining the Chinese
and, working far a united front between the Fourth International an,d
the Chinese comrades".

These facts speak eloquently for thetpselves. The logic of their
struggle with the CPSU and the world conmiunist movement has
brought the CPC leaders into a still iloser allianc&with Trotskyis.m,
that 'bitterest enemy of Marxism-Leninism.

One must say that at one time the Chinese leaders themselves saw
the danger of petty-bourgeois pressure on the Communist Party of
China. "Our Party," Mo Tse-tung, for example, said, "is not only
,surrounded by this broad social stratum from without, but people
with a petty-bourgeois background form a huge majority within it as
well.... Petty-bourgeois ideology of all shades frequently finds ex-
pression in our Party." (Mao Tse-ttmg, Vol.4, pp. 388-387 Russ.
ed.) In the CPC, he said elsewhere, petty-bourgeois ideology finds.
expression in "dashing now to the left, now to the right,, in a weal-
ness for leftist revolutionary verbiage and slogans, in sectarian exclu-
siveness and adventurism".

The. Chinese leaders used to be right in what they wrote. But now
they have ceased talking about the danger of petty-bourgeois degenera-tion. Is it because petty-bourgeois ideology has taken the upper hand
in their own views, in their political line, in the methods of theiractivity?. .

Yet in a country like China, as in tsarist Russia, with its huge pro-pouderance 'of non-proletarian strata among the population, Com-
munists must be especially vigilant wjth regard to The penetration of
petty-bourgeois views and traditions into the ranks of the workinoclass. Under Lenin's leadership our Party successfully coped witfthis task. From its very inception it was a Party of the militant work-ing class, which was linked up with.'largescale industry and had
extensive training in the proletarian class struggle. The fact thatLenin and the Bolsheviks drew on the experience of the entire inter-
national working-class movement and firmly adhered to 'the principlesand ideals of the scientific socialism of Marx and Engels was of fun-damental importance.

The CPC leaders evidently lack sufilcient Marxist-Leninist steelingto firmly repel the pressure of petty-bourgeois elements and upholdthe line of proletarian socialism. This alone can explain the fact
that petty-bourgeois ideology has.made an imprint both on their inter-nal and foreign policy.

We would not have liked to touch upon. the question of the CPCleadership's home policy. But we have 'to talk about it because the
adventurist line of the Chinese leaders in the international arena islinked up with their mistakes in domestic policy.

Marxists-Lenjnjsts of all countries now know the results ofthe so-called policy of the 'big leap" and people's communes. One' cannotfail to see in this policy "leftist" attempts to "leap" over necessarystages of. socl development.
Our Party has always paid tribute ,to the experience of the Chinese.

Communists in implementing democratic and socialist -transforma-tions after the triumph of the Revolution. In the period 1949-57,when it pursued a realistic line, utilised the experience of the othersocialist countries and relied on their support, the Communist Party
of China achieved considerable successes in promoting China's eco-
nomic social and political development. Soviet people sincerely rejoiced over these successes.

But in 1958 this line was suddenly revised and replaced by theso-called policy of "three red bannersa general line, the big leap.and the people's communes". The Chinese leaders deCided to carryout in several years the-taski for which back in 1956 it was felt three
or more five-year plans were needed. It was decided to increase thetntai ,A..,..i. a i... --
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rate of 45 per cent!) and the total agricultural output 2.5 times
(under a mean annual increase rate of 20 per cent!) in five years
(1958.62)

These plans were drawn up without any economic substaritia-
tion whatsoever, without talçing the country's real possibilities
into account. The people's communes that were set up in the
-countryside had the job of ensuring the "leap to communism' in -

3-4 or 5-6 years.
Everybody knows what came of these experiments. The PRC's

economy found itself hurled several years back. The line of the
"three red banners" led to a serious disorganisation of the entire
national economy, to a sharp retardation of the rate of indus-
trialisation and affected the people's standard of living.

In saying this, we are, naturally, not gloating over the failures
of the Chinese Communists. Like them we are grieved over the.
difficulties that have fallen to the lot of the fraternal Chinese
people. Our sole purpose in speaking of these facts is to show
what a departure from tested Leninist principles of socialist
construction leads to.

In ahalyzing the present position of the Chinese leadership
one cannot fail to see that they also stem from the increasing
openly nationalistic, great-power aspirations, that are particular-
ly striking in the foreign policy of the CPC leaders. History
knows of many cases when vociferous "revolutionarisni" leagued
together with the most blatant nationalism. Lenin pointed out
time and.again that the social and economic conditions engen-
dering the petty proprietor imparts especial stability to one of
'the most deep-seated or, petty-bourgeois prejudices, namely:

prejudices of national egoism, of national narrow-mindedness"
(Coil. Works, Vol. 31, p. 128, Russ. ed.),

Facts show that nationalism is inexorably gaining the upper
hand in the entire policy of the Chinese leaders, that it is be-
coming the mainspring of their actions. This manifested itself
during the period of the "big leap", which was obviously planned
as an attempt "in a single leap'-' to overtake a-Il the socialist coun-
tries and occupy a dominating position in the world socialist
system. .' - .

Later these tendencies began to gain ever greater momentum.
This found expression in such actions of the Chinese Government
as the artificial fanning of nationalistic passions around frontier
1'ssues, the behaviour 'of the CPC leaders during the Caribbean
crisis and the stand of the Chinese Government on the nuclear
problem.

These and other facts reveal the complete discrepancy between
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what the Chinese leaders say and do. It is becoming increasinglyclear that the "leftist" verbiage and prescriptions are intendedsolely for "export", for the Conixntinjst Parties of other countries.As. for themselves, when matters concern practical steps in theinternational arena, -the CPC leaders prefer tq act by no meansfrom positions of a revolutionary struggle against imperialism.It is extremely surprising why at present Chinese propogandareduces the entire struggle against imperialism solely to a strug-gle with the US, by-passing its rallies__the Japanese, West Ger-man and French imperialists Are they' looking for partnersamong the monopolistic groups of, these counfries for the strug-gle against what they term as "modern revisionism"?
Great suspicion is, evoked by' the Chinese leaders' so-calledtheory of an "intermediate zone", *hich regards West German,y,Britain, France and Japan as countries field iii thraldoni by USimperialism thereby embellishing the impei'ialists of Britain,France, Japan and, in particular West. Germany glossing overtheir aggressive nature and the threat they constitute for thesocialist countries, the nátiônal liberation movement and worldpeace. The 1960 Statement lays stress on the special threat tothe cause of peace from West-German imperialism and sets theCommunist Parties the task of intensifying the struggle againstits aggressive aspirations. From their own experience the Sovietpeople know how dangerous this imperialist vulture is. 'West-German imperialism is no longer a mere satellite of US imperia-lism. Relying on a huge economic potential which considerablyexceeds the potential possessed by the whole of Nazi Germany,West-German imperialism -has 'created a large war machine andis increasingly setting the tone in NATO.

- , British, French and Japanese. imperialism are likewise exceed-ingly dangerous. This is 'seen from, say, the example of recentevents in ,Cyprus in East Africa, Gabon and South-East Asia,where the British and French- imperialists are resorting to armedforce -to suppress the national liberation movement.
The CPSU holds that side by side with a determined struggle'against US imperialism, the major international' exploiter andpoliceman, all anti-imperialist forces must also carry on a strug-gle against the aggressive, reactionary forces of ,British, French,West-German and Japanese imperialism. The Chinese theory ofan' "intermediate zone", on the other hand, objectively white-washes the imperialists of Britain France, West Germany .2ndJapan, for whom this is advantageous.

It must be said that the ruling circles of the imperialistpowers have "got the measure" of the secret of 'Chinese poliCy.
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They have understood that the "revolutionary phrase-monger_
ing" of the Chinese leaders is not at all directed against impe-rialism. In effect, the.purpose of this phrase-mongering is tc>
screen a savage struggle against .the CPSU and the world Com-munist movement and in no way threatens the imperialists.
That accounts for the change that has come about in the policyof the leading capitalist states with regard to China.

We shall not hide the fact that in following all these mano-euvres of the Chinese leaders, we, like all other Marxists-Leninists in the world, are justifiably alarmed at th& dangerouspath onto which the Chinese leaders are dragging their greatcountry. It is quite likely that in following their erroneous, anti-Leninist line, the Chinese leaders will virtually land themselvesin the same boat with reactionary, bellicose elements of impe-rialism, as has already happened in connection with the PECGovernment's refusal to sign the Moscow partial test-ban treaty.
The nationalist policy of the CPC leaders has nothing in corn-mon with the actual national interests of the fraternal Chinesenation. Most of all, it is the peoples of the socialist countriesthat can be sincere allies of the peoples of China. The peoplesof China have a vested interest in the consolidation of the worldsocialist system, in an enduring alliance with all the anti-in-ipe..rialist forces. In that lies the earnest for the rapid advance ofPeople's China 'along the socialist road.

'It is impossible to comprehend the present attitude of the CCCPC both in the country and internationally, unless it is viewedin the context of the situation within the Communist Party ofChina and in the country itself that has arisen due to the per-sonality cult. It must not be overlooked that the Mao Tse-tungpersonality cult is having an increasingly negative effect on theactivities of the Chinese Communist Party.
For many years Chinese propaganda has been drumming itinto everybody's ears that Mao Tse-tung's ideas are the "supremeembodiment of MarxismLeninjsrn" and that our epoch' is the"epoch of Mao Tse-tung". As it asserts that the brunt of gene-ralising the historical tasks of our time has fallen completelyupon the shoulders of Mao Tse-tung alone, Chinese' propagandaclaims that Mao Tse-tung's ideas are the MarxismLeninism ofour epoch, "the scientific theory of socialist revolution and thebuilding of socialism and cornmunm"

It is now perfectly clear that the CPC leadership is strivingto spread the Mao Tse-tung personality cult to the whole worldcommunist movement, 'so that the leader of the CPC should, likeStalin in his day, sit aloft like God above all the Marxist-Jnjnist
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Parties and settle arbitrarily all matters relating to their policyand lwork. The ideology and practice of the personality cult large-ly explain the appearance of hegemonic ambitions among theChinese leaders.
But history does not repeat itself. What has once been a tra-gedy will be no more than a farce if it occurs a second time.The CPC leaders ought to know that the communist movement'will never allow the personality cult, which is alien to Marxism..Leninism, to recur,, for it has paid for it so dearly in the past.The communist 'movement and the personality cult are incom-patible. .

The 20th Congress of the CPSU has put an end to this alienphenomenon in ur Party once and for all, and has created con-ditions in which the things that occurred in the personality cultperiod 'can never re-occur.
The Party has completey restored the Leninist principles inParty and state affairs. It has restored and developed the prin-ciples of socialist democracy; The course charted by the 20thCongress of the CPSU was fully supported in the Declarationand Statement of the Moscow Meetings. It is clear, therefore,that denouncing the struggle against the personality cult ideo-logy is tanamount to departing from the agreed line of the com-n-iunist movement, that it is tantamount to -prodding the corn-rnunist movement deliberately towards an incorrect- path1 a pathforeign to MarxismLenjiijsm and the nature of.' the socialistsystem.

Yet that is exactly what the Chinese, leaders are'doing. Theyhave undertaken the defence of the Stalin personality cult andhave declared that fighting against it means "overthrowingMarxism-Leniiun" and "stigmatizing the dictatorship of theproletariat". ' -

However, it is the personality cult' that leads to pefversionsof important aspects in 'the- dictatorship of the proletariat, whichis tim highest form of democracy, a'democracy for the workingpeople. Under Lenin the democratic, principles' of Party andstate life and socialist legality were always strictly observed.He fought against anti-Party groups and trends with Party me-thods, leaning for support on the Party rank-andflle A differentmethod predominated-during the Stalin personality liult perioda method of physical reprisals against all Party workers whomStalin suspected of disagreeing with his 'views. What is more,the. abuse and reprisals against tested and faithful Party andgovernment wox'kers were particularly strong at a time whenthe struggle against the Opposition was over 'and socialism had
-
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won. Stalin turned the vanquishing
sword of the dictatorship

of the proletariat intended to deal blows at the enemies agas
the cadres of the Comun Party and the socialist state.

But it is evidently this very
aspect of Stalin's

activities that
the Chinese

leaders like. most_since they denty this incorrect
method of leadership with the dictatorship of the proletaflat
In spite of the now widely

known facts, with regard to Stalin5

abuse of Power during the Personality
cult period, in spite of

Stalin's departure from Lenin's
Precepts an certain important

1sues, the Chinese leaders place Stalin on a pedestal,
.depicting

him as the "great continuor of Lenin's cae. The Chinese lea

ders speak and write about the wholesale
reprisals of the per

sonality cult period as though they were no more than slight
"excesses

This Policy of the Chinese leaders aurs no good to the eo

PIe. It bears
evidence of an ideolo and the moral makeup

of people wh0 ban on 'methods of viole and suppressinn

rather than of Marxists
and Leninists

The Chinese leaders ought

to ask the Soviet communis
the workers peasants and the -

ifltelligenj
who experienced the deplorable conseqfl

of

the personali,
cult, what they think of the attempts to vindicate

the peersions and mistes
made by Stalin and of retoringnot let it happen agar

the personalft, cult. They wou get only one anwer. we shallOur Party has smashed the antiParty
Molotov aganov and -

Malenkov group This group resisted the abolition of the per-

sonality cult and of its consequence chiefly because many of

its members were also responsible for the wholesale Persecu

tion of guiltle55 people at a time whan
they stood at the co_

try's helm togeth
with Stalin.The unlawful abuse by Stalin and the members of the antj

Party group subsequenjy
exposed inflicted upon prominent

leaders of the Communist
P-arty and the Soviet state, has now

come to light. Butthat is not all. it has been learned that Mo-

lotov together
with Stalin, issued orders that the wives of these

leaders should be sentenced to the supreme Penalty under the
soalled "List No. 4 of the Wives of the Enemies

of the People"

listing the names of V. A. Dbenko5
B. s osvor

A. I. Chubar, B. E. EikheRubts
etc. in many cares Molotov

tried, as the saying
goes- to be "more catholic than the Pope".

In one of the documents
which endorsed long

prison terms for

a large oup of wives of repressed
functionarie

Molotov put

down "supreme Penalty" agaj one of the names in the list.
is it to restore suth inhan

practices that the Chinee lea-
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-r rPCronded to these actsders are so concemed about. 1s that why they show uch snpathy for people who Iave been expelled from our Party?In the matter of the personality cult the Chinse leaders havedeparted not only from the conel ion and propositions of the world

comjnuaist movement, but also from their own previous declaratioit may be recalled that in 1956 and 195 Mao Tse-tsng and LluShaochi in their speeches and articles about the historical experi.of the dictatorship of the proletariat
approved by the Political

Bure of the CC CPU, highly commended the efforts of the CPSUto eliminate the effêc of the personality cult. At the Meeting of
fr Com and- Workers' Parties in 1957, 'Mao Tse-tung said: "in

the last four or five years after Stalin's death the situation has im-proved considerably in the Soviet Union both in the sphere of
domestic poliy arid foreign Policy. This shows that the line repre.sented by Comrade

Khrushchov is more cmrect and that the opposi-
tion to this - line is incorrect." At that

time the Chinese leaders ghtly
said that none but "the reactionj5 of the whole world", couldI: Oppose the line of the 20th Congress of the CPSU.

Yet now the Chinese leaders are' defending th personafjty cult
in pursuance of their own political designs. They are defendingStalin s dii,toi-Uons

and mistakes largely because they are themselvesimplanting the Mao Tse-tung personality cult.
The present political line of the CPC leaders again shows the

World communist
movement and the POlitically conscious workers of'

4 the .whole world how pernicious the praCtices of the personty calt
had been and still are, and 'what harm ey inflict on. the inlerests of
the peoples, on the great struggle against imperta5

for socialis
The assertion of the Personality

cult ideolo in the cominunist mov
nlentvould lead it into a Cue and do grave hari to the social..
ist and commist cauSe

Therefore,
an examinatipn of the sources of the present nti'

Leninist dissentive Policy of the cPC leddership leads op to the con-
clusion that the world Communist

movement faces a tangible danger
of Pettybourgeois

nationalist deviation that disguises itself with
"Left" Phrasemongerjng

The danger of this deviation is all th&
greater, because we are dealing with leaders of a party in power
which controls a large- machine of state and of means of ideolo..
gical indoctrination

-

it is clear that the CPSU, like all the other MistLeninist Partie
cannOt but take measures in order to attenuate, es much as Possible,
the harm that this petty.bourgeojs

deviation may inflict on the World
ComnijS movement. -
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For Unity of the World Communist Movement oüthe basis of MarxistLefljni t FrincipComrades our Party has every tight to. say that we have been, and
axe doing everytJjg in our power to overcome the differences in
order to restore co.operation

between the Cpc and the CPSU, to
reinforce the friendshuip between the PRC and the Soviet Union and
to cement the unity of the world communist

movement In spite of
the intolerable

methods of debate used by the leaders of the CPC,
in spite of their open struggle against the CPSU and other fraternaj
Parties; our Party has shown the maxin- of restraint the maximam
sense of responsibility,

and the maxi of care for the cohesion of
the coinniunist ranks,

In the last few years, acting on the initiative of Comrade Khrush.
ehov, the CC CPS and the Soviet Coveent undertook many
practical measures 'aimed at consoliclatnig our Party and at Preserving
and expanding

co.operation with the PRC in the political economic
scientific, technical and cultural spheres. If these measures have failed
to yield results, the blame for it rests entirely with the Chinese
leaders,

When the Chinese
leaders began their unveiled attacks on our

Party, the-CC CPStj addressed letters a few times to the CC CPC,
in which it pointed out that the. rockbottom

interests of the socJjst
and coniiuunist

cause requires that qur Parties should,
as before in

Spite of the existing differences carry through an agreed policy in
all matters of principle. We', suggested

stopping the senseless argu.
- nuents over questio Which we understand differently, and not

nuaking any public statements, which only tend to deepen the differ..
ences. The letters 'put forward concrete proposals envisaging co-
ordinated actions in world affairs,

greater exchange of foreign policy
information and agreed conduct in the international democratic
organisao5 etc.

In October 1962, Comrade Khrushchov asked the Chinese Amb
sador to the USSR, who was going home, to tell the Chinese leaders
that we are offering them to "abandon all argen

and differences,
to stop discussing wha is right and who is wrong, to let sleeping dogs
lie, and to begin our relations over again with a clean slate".Although the Chinese press had by then published a wlole series
of articles containing gross attacks on the CPSrj thud other fraternai
parties, Comrade Khrushchov declared in a conversation with the
new Chinese Ambassador in January 1963 that "we want to come
back to our previous fraternal

relations and are ready to do every -

thing for this Purpose"
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But every time the. leaders of the CPC responded to these acts
of goodwill on the part of the Central Committee of our -Party with
deliberate actions aimed at adding to the differences, and mounted
fresh attacks on the CPSU, the Soviet Government and the common
policy of the world communist movement.

In the struggle against the CPSU and its Leninist policy, the
Chinese leaders are concentrating their assault, most of- all, on Nikita
Sergeyevich Khrushchov. To be sure, 'they cannot fail to see that it is
Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchov who stands in the van of the wonder-

'ful processes that have sprung up in our Party and country after the
20th Congress and that ensure the successful progress of the Soviet
people -to communism. That is why they would like to isolate
Comrade khrushchov from the Central Committee for their subver
sive ends and to oppose our Central Committee to the Party and the
Soviet people. -

But this foul plan is adventurist and hopeless, and doomed tc
complete and ignominious failure. - -

The . Chinese lea4ers, and not they alone, should put it in their
',' pipes and smoke it that our Central Committee headed by Nikita

Sergeyevich Khrushchov, that loyal Leninist, has never been so united
and monolithic as now.

Comrade Khrushchov with his inexhaustible energ, his truly
Boishevist devotion and sense of principle, is the recognised leader
of our Party and our people. He expresses the most cherished
thoughts and aspirations of the Soviet people. -The Leninist line pur-.. sued by our Party cannot 'be. separated from the Central. Committee,
from Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchov. This line has elevated our
country's world prestige to unprecedented heights, it has' elevated

- . its. prestige in the eyes of the working people of the whole -world;
This Leninist- line is supported wholeheartedly -by all the communists
and all the people of our land. .

Our Party has never evaded: ideological struggle before, and does
not evade it -now. But it believes that ideological differences -should
be settled along Leninist principles and that the development of pole-
nuics should be subordinated to the interests . of the working 'class
movement.

The CC CPSU was keenly aware of the danger emanating from
the Chinese leaders' intention to turn open polemics from a means
of ironing out questions in dispute into an excuse for niling up

' absurd, slanderous charges, into an instrument of ideological and
political struggle against the- comñiunist movement.

Together' with the other Marxist-Leninist Parties our Party has
applied considerable effort to terminate the open polemics forced
upon us by the' CPC leaders. 'It may be recalled that the CC CPSU



has come forward repeatedly with initiatives to that effect_ntabjyin January 1963, in the speech of Comrade Khrushchov First Secre.
tary of the CC CPSU, at the Fourth Congress of the Socjaljs Unity
Party of Germany This. initiative was backed by the overwhelming
majority of MaryjstLeninist Parties. But the Chinese leadershiprefused to discuss thi5 proposal and saw fit to expand the set ofquestio5 in dispute, to aggravate arid provoke the polemics.Last spring an agreeme was reached on a bilateral meeting of

CPSU and CPC
representatives We hoped that at this meeting the

Chinese comrades would be ready to concentrate efforts not on whatdivides us, but on what unites the CPC with the CPSU and with
other fraternal parties. The CPSu delegation suggested that all ques
tions in dispute be discused in an earnet and thorough thanner, in
order to clear the path for a normalisation of relatiods to cement theunity of our Parties .and of the world Communist movement as awhole. We submitted a concrete programme

for the development of
relatioas between the USSR and the PRC.

But the CPC delegation took advantage of the meeting to niaicethe differences still more acute and to mount violent and groundles5attacJc on the CPSU nd other MarxJstLejst
Parties After readinprepared statersients, which completely ignored, our argumen anproposals, the Chinese delegates called for a break in the bilateral

meeting,

All the measures taken by the CC CPSTJ were Prompted by a
sincere desire to strengthen the unity of the MarXjSt.Leninist Parties
and the cohesion of the socialist couptries, It was up to us to use
all the available

opportunities in order to squash the differences and
prevent a split, ahd not be carried

away by the heat of the Struggle,Yet, the Chinese leadership apparently understood
these measures

of ours differently, It became all too clear that they misunderstood
our restraint, our urge for unity, as a show of weakness Lately they
have begun s?ying iat they would not agree to any improvement of
relations with the CPSIJ, unlest it comes about on the basis of our
"unconditional surrender" What do the Chinese leaders want?In substance they want the communist moveent o retreat from
its positloas in all the basic

problems of our times,The world commust movement consides it vitally necess to
make the most of the present situation for a Progressively

close uni-
fication of all the revoluUo

fozces of our time and for the further
development of the world revolutionary processIn con tr8st to this the Chinese

leaders have set their sights on
dividing the main revolution

forces of ou.r time_the world social.

1st system, the international working class, and the natiQnal liberationmovement, This can only act as a brake on the
development of the

World revolutionary process;
MarxistsLeninjsts believe that it is the cardinal task of the Corn.munist Parties to marshal all the Peace-loving forces for the defenceof peace and the deliverance of mankind from a nuclear disaster.They consider peaceful coexistence to be the general principle of

relatios between the socialist and the capitalist countriesThe Chthese leaders scorn this task. What they are doing, in effect,
is whipping up the nuclear arms race and calling for new Powers to
join it. They are Pursuing a line that is liable to cause an atomic
war and consider the struggle for peace a secondary task, Opposing
it to the struggle for socialism.

The MarXistsLenjts
consider it their duty to invigorate the unityand cohesion of the socialist community on the principles of Marx-ism-Leniism in every possible way, and to concentrate the special

attention of the socialist countries on economic development in order
that sociaksm wins the peaceful economic competition with
capitalism

The actions of the Chinese léadeas are subverting and underm;.
ing the unity of the socialist camp. They are isolating China more and
snore from the.other

socialist countries. The CC CPC is underrageconomic .development and ignoring the tasks confronting the social.
ist countries in their economic

competition against the capitakst coun-
tries: This policy tends to weaken the might of the socialist countries,
and impedes their current struggle against imperijMarxist&Leninists the working class of the capitaint counes haveset themselves the task of stepping up the struggle

against monopolycapital, in defence of the vital -interests of the masses, of makingmaximum use of the now available
opportunities to effect a peaceful

sociakst revolution not involving a civiJ war, and yet be ready forthe non.peaceful way, for armed
suppression of bourgeois resistanceIn contrast, the CPC leaders vilify in every way the struggle of the

working class and its communist vanguard for the vital interests of
the working people, for peace and democracy

and reject the tacties
of broad anti-monopoly alliances the Possibility of effecting social
revolution Peacefully. They call for reckless actions with arms inband, in disregard of the existing situation,MarxistsLeniis and the peoples fighting for national liberaonconsicier it their duty to complete the antiimperialist democratic
revolution, to create and consolidate the national front, and to work -

for thL establishment of states Of national -democra, for the non.capitaint way of development
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The Chinese leaders evade the essence of the present stage of the
national liberation revolution. They are blind to the differences pre-
vailing in the present situation in the variout countries and are offenn
the peoples of all countries just one prescriptionarmed struggle ana
establishment of the dictatorship Qf the proletariat. Such prescriptions
may, if put into practice, undermine the national front and strengthen
the positions of the colonialists and neo-colonialists.

Marxists-Leninists are eager to streigthen the unity and cohesion
of every individual Communist Party and of the entire army of
communists in the world on the basis of the principles laid down
in the Declaration and the Statement.

The Chinese leaders are disrupting the unity of the communist
movement and of the democratic organisations. They are founding
factions and are striving to split our movement and its national
contingents.

In brief, the CPC leaders are opposing the communist movement
on all the basic questions of strategy and tactics. Theirs is a course
in which petty-bourgeois revolutionism and nationalistic, great-power
aspirations merge. .

In a malicious anti-Soviet article, slanderous from beginning to end,
which appeared on February 4 in the CC CPC publications, the
Chinese leaders declare for everybody to hear that they will step up
their subversive activities against the world communist movement In
their nationalistic zeal they boast that they will continue their attacks.
on thO CPSU in order to disorganise the work of the ty founded
by the great Lenin.

;

It is absurd to make such threats against the Söriet communists,
the sons and daughters of the October Revolution, the pioneers of
the new, communist world, who have withstood o many hard
ordeals..

The Soviet Communists will not keep silent while the Chinese
leaders launch an unbriddled offensive upon our great cause of com-
munist construction, the Leninist course of our Party and the stand-
points of the world communist movement. We shall have to explain
the substance of the anti-Marxist, neo-Trotskyite position of the
Chinese leaders publicly. .

Now, the task looms large of defending Marxism-Leninism from the
distortions of the Chinese leaders. The interests of preserving the
purity of the Marxist-Leninist teaching, the interest of the world
communist movement and, in the final analysis, the interests, of the
Chinese people themselves, require that we come out openly and
strongly against the incorrect views and dangerous actions of the
CPC leadership.
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We stand for strengthening of friendship with the Chinese peopleand are ready to develop co-operation with the PRC in all flelds..TheSoviet communi have sincere sympathy for the great- people ofChina. They have deep respect fOr the revolutionary traditions of theCommunist Party of China. We are sure that nobody will ever suc-ceed in disrupting the foundations of the friendship of the greatSoviet and Chinese peoples and that the present attitude of the CPCleadership does not reflect the true national interests- of the Chinesepeople. We will do everything iii our power to bring back the rela-lions between the Soviet Union and the People'A Republic of Chinato a path that conforms with the rockbottom interests of the work-ing class and all the working people of our' countries.
We are fully aware . of the danger of the present attitude of the

Chinese leaders. The facts show that a grim and apparently longstruggle lies ahead for the strengthening of the unity of all the social-ist forces, for friendship 'and co-operation between the 'Soviet andChinese peoples. It is now perfectly clear that the CPC leaders intend
': to persist in their incorrect stand, that they intend to carry on withtheir factional activities in the world communist movement. Togetherwith the other fraternal parties,. our Party will firmly defend Marx-

ism-Leninism. It will firmly defend the unity and cohesion of thecommunist movement on the principles of the 'Declaration andStatement of the 1957 and 1960 Moscow Meetings of Communist andWorkers' Parties. It will firmly defend the unityand cohesion of allthe forces working for peace, democracy, national independenceand socialism. -

Our Party favours convening the next Meeting of fraternal parties
. in order to discuss the basic prOblems of our time and to hold the

broadest possible exchange of opiniQns in the interest of surmounting
the difficulties that have arisen in the communist movement. Thesedifficulties stem from the CPC leadership's differences with the worldcommunist movement. Collective efforts ,of 'all the fraternal parties
are therefore perfectly justified in order to determine the necessaryways and means for preserving and strengthening the Marxist-Leninist unity of the communist ranks, It is perfectly clear to theCPSU that the meeting should serve this very purpose.

:1 No matter how great the difficulties experienced by the woiid cthn-munist movement; the CC CPSU is certain that it will be strongenough to surmount them and to consolidate its ranks in the strugglefor the great communist cause. .

The'Communist. Party of the Soviet Union will conthiue to pursuethe policy of promoting unity with the fraternal pax'ties on the basisof Marxist-Leninist principles and proletarian internationalism and'
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on the basis of the Progranine docunents of the world communistmovemant_the 1957 Declaration and th 1960 StatementThe ruad followed by our Party, by the world communist move-ment is the Leninist road and theiefor the only true road. We haveadopted a new Programjije in which we charted our developmanttwenty years ahead. Fulfilment of this Programnie detezmined andpurposefi progress to the heights of connnmm is considered byour Party and the whole soviet People as thefr supreme internation1st duty to the internationul working class and communist movement.As always, our Party will perforni its internationalist duty honourably!Under the Invincible banner of the great Lenin, the CommunistParty of the Soviet Union will continue consistently and undeviatinglyto pursue the line of fulfilling the CPSU Programme for the buildingIn our countzy of the most just social system, cominun




